Use and Maintenance

All photos, diagrams and pictures in this manual are purely indicative; the manufacturer reserves the right to make changes to the boat without
notice. At the time of purchase, check with your retailer that no changes have been made to the basic outfitting of the boat at your request, which
would require the due specifications from the retailer who made such changes, in order to have the correct information for the use of the boat in
complete safety.

Boat Identification Data Plate UNI EN ISO 10087 - 2006

I T - J B O

The C.I.N. includes the following information:
Nationality of manufacturer

IT

Manufacturer’s code

JBO

Serial no.
Month of build
Year of build
Year of sale or use
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This manual consists of 136
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for use in a temperature range of
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This manual also includes explanations about optionals not
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which models.
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Introduction
The Shipyard thanks you for choosing a Joker Boat, certain that your choice is guaranteed
by a quality product that will meet your needs.
Our boats have been built respecting the European CE legislation and according to the
tradition of the Shipyard; the design and the fitting have been conceived to guarantee on
board comfort, safety and overall practicality.
This Manual has been conceived to help you conduct and manage your boat in total safety
and ease. It contains information on the boat, the systems, the equipment supplied and
installed, and their operation and maintenance.
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Before using your boat, please read it carefully to become familiar with it.
If this is your first boat or if you are switching to a type of craft you are unfamiliar with, for
your convenience and safety, make sure you have acquired management and operation
experience before taking command.
Your Dealer or Yacht Club will be happy to advise you on local sailing schools or competent
instructors.

Premise
This manual contains basic recommendations and guidelines for the safe use of the boat.
As it is not possible to provide safety information for every potential situation, it is strongly
recommended that you:
• Regularly inquire about the safety requirements in force.
• All the crew members must be familiar with the use and arrangement of the safety
equipment on board.
• The boat must never be loaded more than the maximum weight indicated by the manufacturer.
• Keep the boat and on board facilities in good condition.
• Have the boat compulsorily inspected by your authorised Joker Boat, dealer once a year
using the ANNUAL COUPON form attached to this manual. Penalty for negligence the
forfeiture of the guarantee.
• All the crew must receive adequate preparation and training.

KEEP IN MIND: this manual is drawn up in order to give preliminary information to
begin to understand the operation of your boat, therefore a careful reading and
understanding of the same must then be completed by a safe and gradual use of
the boat, for this boat it is necessary to have a good familiarity with the sea and all
the topics covered in order to obtain a nautical license.
This manual does not purport to make the owner able to carry out interventions on
specific systems or extraordinary repairs, in fact these are tasks entrusted to highly
specialized personnel, just as the manual of your car will not teach you to replace
the mechanical workshops.
Owner’s manual
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Standards and degree of hazard
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Reference standards:

Degrees of hazard:

• UNI EN ISO 10240 (date of entry into force).
Standard concerning the drawing up of the Owner’s Manual.

This Manual contains notices highlighted as follows, which
contain instructions regarding safety or the environment.

• UNI EN ISO 11192 (date of entry into force).
Standard concerning the definition of ISO symbols to apply
to the diagrams/systems.

READ THEM AND NEVER DISREGARD THEM.

In addition, the following ISO standards were also consulted
to draw up this manual, for relevant aspects, with the validity
date applicable in the year 2016:
ISO 6185
ISO 8666
ISO 9094
ISO 10592
ISO 11812
ISO 14946
ISO 15084

ISO 8099
ISO 9093
ISO 10133
ISO 11591
ISO 12217
ISO 15083
ISO 15085

DANGER
This type of notice indicates the existence of a
serious risk, which is very likely to cause death
or serious permanent injury, unless appropriate
precautions are taken.

WARNING
This type of notice indicates the existence of a
risk, which could cause an accident or even death,
unless appropriate precautions are taken.

CAUTION
This type of notice indicates a reminder to apply
safety or anti-pollution practices, or it attracts
attention to unsafe behaviour which could cause
personal injury or damage the boat, its components or the Environment.
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Chapter 1

CE Certification and main characteristics
The CE mark indicates that the boat has been built in accordance with “Directive 2013/53/EU” concerning
Recreational Craft.
BEAUFORT WIND SCALE AND CORRESPONDING STATE OF THE SEA, OFF-SHORE
Force

Name

Knots

Km/h

m/sec

Sea state

Max. wave height in m

0

Calm

<1

<1

0-0,2

Sea force zero

0

1

Light air

1–3

1-5

0,3-1,5

Sea force one

0.12

2

Light breeze

4-6

6-11

1,6-3,3

Sea force two

0.2-0.3

3

Breeze

7-10

12-19

3,4-5,4

Sea force two

0.6-1

4

Lively breeze

11-16

20-28

5,5-7,9

Sea force three

1-1.5

5

Gentle breeze

17-21

29-38

8,0-10,7

Sea force four

2-2.5

6

Strong breeze

22-27

39-49

10,8-13,8

Sea force five

3-4

7

Moderate gale

28-33

50-61

13,9-17,1

Sea force six

4-5.5

8

Moderate gale

34-40

62-74

17,2-20,7

Sea force seven

5.5-7.5

9

Strong gale

41-47

75-88

20,8-24,4

Sea force eight

7-10

10

Storm

48-55

89-102

24,5-28,4

Sea force nine

9-12.5

11

Storm

56-63

103-117

28,5-32,6

Sea force ten

11.5-16

12

Hurricane

64 and over

118 and over

32,7 and over

Phenomenal

n.a.

N.B.:

Owner’s manual

CAT. PROG. “A” = Above force 8 wind waves above 4 metres
CAT. PROG. “B” = Force 8 wind waves up to 4 metres
CAT. PROG. “C” = Force 6 wind waves up to 2 metres
CAT. PROG. “D” = Force 4 wind waves up to 0.5 metres
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Data plates fitted on board:
The Builder’s Plate and 2 (two) boat Identification Data Plates
are fitted on board.

UNI EN ISO 14945 Builder’s Plate:
The builder’s plate is always located where it can be easily
seen, for example, by the helm station or under the skipper’s
seat. It must never be removed or tampered with.
The Builder’s Plate features the following information: (check
the plate on your boat for the correct data).

CE MARKING
MODEL NAME
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DESIGN CATEGORY
MAXIMUM PERMISSIBLE POWER IN KILOWATTS
BUILDER OR PERSON
RESPONSIBLE FOR MARKETING
MAX. NUMBER OF PEOPLE ALLOWED
MAXIMUM OCCUPANCY WEIGHT INCLUDING
PEOPLE + LUGGAGE
TUBE INFLATION PRESSURE

Boat Identification Data Plate UNI EN ISO 10087 - 2006:
2 (two) Boat Identification Data Plates are fitted on board.
One is fixed to the starboard side of the transom. The second
plate is resin-finished and located in a concealed spot known
only to the Shipyard.
The Data Plates must never be moved or tampered with.
The CIN includes the following information (indicative example):
Nationality of manufacturer
Manufacturer’s code
Serial no
Month of build
Year of build
Year of sale or use

ITALIA
JBO
NNNNN
M
Y
HH

IT - JBO NNNNN MY HH

This is an example and does not necessarily match the plate on your
boat. Check the plate fitted on board for the correct data.

CAUTION
The presence of the Data Plates on board is vital
as they are the only means of recognising and
identifying the vessel, without which it would not
comply with the applicable Laws in force. They
must not be removed, so any tampering with or
removal of the Data Plates not authorised by the
Manufacturer comes under the sole responsibility
of the Customer.

CAUTION
Permissible power, type of engine, fuel tank capacity and fresh water tank capacity may vary according to the yard’s or customer’s requirements;
check on your boat and on the relevant Builder’s
Plate for the data in question.
Owner’s manual
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Chapter 2

Main characteristics
Unladen Weight (*)
(Kg)

Fuel Tank (l)

Fresh Water Tank (l)

CLUBMAN 21

450

110

60

CLUBMAN 22 PLUS

1200

210

70

CLUBMAN 24

750

380

70

Name
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(*) without engine
(°) with engine type
Black Water Tank (l)

CLUBMAN 26

900

380

70

40 (for EFB)

CLUBMAN 28

1800

400

120

40

CLUBMAN 30

2240

400

120

40

CLUBMAN 35

3100

700

170

70

COASTER 470

250

52

60

COASTER 520

500

85

60

COASTER 580 PLUS

600

110

47

COASTER 650

500

135

50

COASTER 650 PLUS

780

170

70

BARRACUDA 580

500

120

50

BARRACUDA 650

700

170

70

(*) check the plate on board
Max Power
(kW*)

People allowed
(N.)

Max weight carried
Kg (people + luggage)

Design
category*

Max diameter
of tubes (m)

Chambers
(N.)

112

12

1080

C

0,55

6

CLUBMAN 22 PLUS

184

14

1200

C

0,54

6

CLUBMAN 24

224

16

1440

B

0,62

6

Name
CLUBMAN 21

CLUBMAN 26

224

22

1980

B

0,63

6

CLUBMAN 28

442

16

1440

B

0,63

6

CLUBMAN 30

597

16

1440

B

0,65

8

CLUBMAN 35

672

16

1440

B

0,62

8

COASTER 470

55

8

720

C

0,52

6

COASTER 520

97

8

720

C

0,55

6

COASTER 580 PLUS

96

8

450

C

0,55

6

COASTER 650

148

16

1440

C

0,55

6

COASTER 650 PLUS

148

16

1440

C

0,55

6

BARRACUDA 580

97

10

900

C

0,58

6

BARRACUDA 650

166

15

1350

C

0,55

6

Owner’s manual
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Name

Lh
(m)

Bh
(m)

D
(m)

Fully laden
weight (Kg)

CLUBMAN 21

6,20

2,50

0,89

1850

CLUBMAN 22 PLUS

6,83

2,78

0,96

2600

CLUBMAN 24

7,46

2,99

1,12

3240

CLUBMAN 26

7,93

2,99

1,12

3970

CLUBMAN 28

8,25

3,15

1,23

5250

CLUBMAN 30

9,04

3,15

1,23

4400

CLUBMAN 35

9,99

3,64

1,31

6086

COASTER 470

4,95

2,18

0,70

1190

COASTER 520

5,06

2,58

0,85

1500

COASTER 580 PLUS

5,80

2,50

0,85

1200

COASTER 650

6,57

2,48

0,97

2400

COASTER 650 PLUS

6,90

2,50

0,83

2400

BARRACUDA 580

5,80

2,50

0,85

1120

BARRACUDA 650

6,70

2,45

0,96

2580

The dimensions (Lh, Bh and D) do not include the dimensions
of the engine and all the removable parts like the stern platforms, bow anchor winch etc. which vary according to the
chosen engine and version.
The unladen weight does not include the engine, which could
vary. Check with your retailer or with the Manufacturer the
overall weight and dimensions according to your choice of
engine. Measurements and data specified with the tolerance
values outlined by ISO 8666.
Lh

D

Bh

Lh = CE certified length
Bh = CE certified breadth
D = CE construction height

The immersion data are specified in the Declaration of
Conformity with the symbol “T”.

Sample CE Certification And Related Declaration Of Conformity:
In addition to this Manual, you were also handed the Declaration of Conformity, in which the
Manufacturer confirms that the boat you own was built in compliance with the applicable
Regulations in force. It is understood that all components installed and work performed by
your Retailer fall under the responsibility of the latter, who will provide due warranty thereof.
Facsimile of
Declaration
of Conformity
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Chapter 3

Instructions for inflation and deflation of tubes
The pneumatic part of the boat consists of a rubberised fabric tube divided into several separate chambers; the inflation/
deflation valves (one per chamber) require periodic maintenance. Make sure they are always closed to stop dirt blocking
the mechanisms.
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Inflation:
Open all the inflation valve caps and inflate ALL the chambers
without bringing them to full pressure. Next, pressurise them
to the operating pressure (MAX 0.2 Bar) one compartment at
a time and close the plug.
If the boat remains exposed to the sun, check the tube
pressure; if it is much higher than the value specified on the
builder’s plate, deflate the chambers slightly until the desired
operating pressure is reached.
If, on the other hand, the boat is moored in a cool place,
check that the pressure is not lower than the operating pressure. If this is the case, restore optimum conditions before
setting sail.
If you do not have a pressure gauge, check by pressing the
tube with your fingers, if the fabric does not give way, then
the chamber is inflated correctly.
Cruising when the tubes are not fully inflated may lead to
increased, uneven wear on the rubber joints which will eventually rupture them. Always check the condition of the tubes
before setting sail.

Side view

Tube correctly inflated,
reduced contact surfaces
with water.

Tube not correctly inflated,
reduced contact surface
with water, risk that joints
become unglued.

View at stern

CAUTION
When inflating, do not use compressors and/or
other types of inflators which are not approved
by the manufacturer. Remember that due to its
very construction, the tube continually undergoes
internal inflation variations due to usage, temperature, etc., so any variations are not necessarily
ascribable to leaks or valve failures. Please contact
qualified staff only after checking repeatedly and
carefully any pressure variations that may have
occurred in a short space of time.

Inflator generally recommended and provided by the manufacturer. A manual inflator is provided with small models
while the “superturbo bst 12” or “turbomax” inflator may be
provided with larger models.

Owner’s manual

CAUTION
The tube valves may require tightening in the event
of loss of tightness; to do this, the manufacturer
provides a purpose-provided spanner for its sales
network, which you can purchase. In any case,
it must be used with extreme caution, so please
contact your sales network if you are unsure about
performing this type of maintenance work.

Example of spanner for
tightening the tube valves

Example of tube repair kit
provided by the builder

3
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Deflation with metal valves:

WARNINGS

1 Unscrew the cap and remove the cover.
2 Use the cover to unscrew the pushpin inside the valve. To
deflate the boat tubes completely, use a pump approved
by the manufacturer to create suction.
3 The pushpin inside the valve has a rubber part as shown in
figure 4. This component is prone to wear over time. If air in
a chamber of the tube leaks out through the seal, this
rubber component may need to be replaced (contact your
retailer).
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CAUTION: there is a rubber seal (figure 5) in the valve, between
the cap and the pushpin. Make sure not to lose this component
when using the valves.

NEVER set out if the caps are not in their housing; if
one or more caps are damaged or have been lost,
replace them with caps with the same characteristics (have them replaced by specialised staff).
Before sailing, always check that the tubes are
correctly inflated and airtight, especially after long
periods of inactivity (after storage) or after long
cruises in rough seas. If one or more chambers
are damaged, contact a specialist to resolve the
problem.
If one or more chambers are damaged while
cruising, do not panic. Make sure that everyone on
board puts on a life jacket and head for the nearest
port at a moderate speed.
Given the characteristics of the boat, even if some
of the tubes are damaged or if the tubes are intact
but the hull is damaged, the boat is the safest place
for the crew and remains buoyant even when it has
taken on water. The decision to abandon ship must
only be taken if there is a serious risk of sinking.
Note: The number of chambers in your boat is given
in the tables of the main characteristics.

1

2

3

4

5

4

Chapter 4

General safety regulations
This manual contains recommendations and basic guidelines
on using the boat safely.
Since safety information cannot be provided for every possible
situation, as a general rule we recommend:
• Being regularly informed of the safety requirements in force;
• Keeping the boat and systems in perfect working order;
• NEVER set off without the pilot wearing the safety cord
connected to the engine start-up;
• Having the boat inspected by your dealer or any other
authorised dealer at least once a year;
• Always checking weather/sea conditions before setting sail;
• If you decide to set off on a long cruise, it is always advisable
to sail in the company of other boats. In any case, make your
destination and route known to others or authorities that
can give advice if necessary;
• In order to be safe, the boat must be kept in perfect working
order, i.e. in the same state in which it was delivered;
• Do not use the boat for diving;
• When cruising, sit in the seats provided, be very careful
when moving about on the boat while cruising and when
anchored and while getting on and off the boat;
• Distribute loads and persons on board correctly so that
the boat is evenly balanced. Concentrating loads in one point
affects stability when cruising and when anchored;
• When in use and also when anchored, one person who can
sail the boat MUST ALWAYS remain on board to prevent the
Owner’s manual
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craft from accidentally drifting because of waves or wind
while the passengers are in the water;
Never start the engines or leave them running if there are
people swimming;
If people are transported who are poor swimmers or cannot
swim at all or have motor problems, they should always
wear personal flotation devices (life jackets, life belts, etc.);
Use and periodically check the safety equipment according
to the type of sailing you intend to do and the people on
board (for specifications, see the Coastguard table www.
capitaneria.it if in Italy and contact the relevant authority
if abroad), inform all crew and passengers where the 		
safety and fire-fighting equipment are located (made easily
accessible by the skipper) and demonstrate how they work;
The manufacturer shall not be held responsible for any
damage to property and/or persons deriving from improper
use of the boat or a failure to observe the instructions in this
manual;
Remember to be especially careful when opening and
closing lockers as accidental closure could injure your hands
and head;
All drawings and photographs in this manual are for 		
illustrative purposes only and the manufacturer reserves
the right to modify boats, equipment, systems and fittings
without prior notice;
Do not modify or tamper with any of the onboard systems,
control group or anything else without written permission

4
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•

•
•

from the manufacturer and without the technical support of
specialists;
In addition to its design features, the boat’s state of repair,
the ability and physical condition of the crew and knowledge
of the boat and waters you have decided to sail in are vitally
important for dealing with adverse sea conditions and,
above all, getting maximum pleasure from your boat and
maximum safety.
Check regularly the condition of all clamps and silicone,
and pay particular attention to the tank compartment hatch
(if present) as any water seepage could cause rusting and
facilitate the perforation of the tank due to galvanic currents.
Be very careful when moving about on the boat while
cruising and when anchored; remember than sun cream
can leave marks and make surfaces and handles slippery.
Do not walk on the tubes, as you could fall.
Be very careful when handling any reclining backrests or
other moving parts, as the reclining backrests could become
unstable if they are used to rest on, becoming dangerous.
Care for the boat as a good father looks after his child.
Periodically check the tightening of all the bolts, screws and
nuts, including those on pulpits, awnings, etc.
The owner must keep the boat in good condition and
replace at once any equipment that shows signs of 		
deterioration or deficiencies that could compromise safe
and efficient sailing.
The boat can only be piloted by the skipper and/or by a
person with the boat licence.
It is forbidden to smoke in the engine room and use naked
flames, which can pose a risk of fire (it is advisable in any
case not to smoke anywhere on board).

• Smokers must not leave lit cigarettes below deck (see also
above). It is advisable to use an anti-roll ashtray.
• It is strictly forbidden to smoke while refuelling.
• Do not leave boiling pots unattended.
• Always check the engine room (for EFB versions) for any oil
leaks after refuelling and before starting the engines.
• Do not place hands or feet on the stops of the doors and
hatches or on the latches; when walking on the deck, make
sure not to step on the bitts and fairleads, or on any manual
or automatic buttons for securing cushions and tarpaulins.
• Remember that some doors or hatches do not have
stops. Be careful as these can close unexpectedly or be
inadvertently closed by other people on board, both at sea
and at berth, and cause damage or physical injury.
• Before setting sail, make sure to properly secure all the
equipment and anything else that can move and cause a
hindrance to setting sail.
• After making any repairs or carrying out any checks, put
the tools back in place and remove any parts replaced in the
engine room or elsewhere on the boat.
• It is recommended not to obstruct or completely fill the
rooms where the fire or safety equipment is kept.
• It is recommended not to store rescue or safety equipment
in lockers that are difficult to access.
• Before starting the engines (in the case of EFB), make sure
that nobody is present in the engine rooms and implement
the normal procedures for starting the engines in safety.
• No one should be seated on the stern platform (if provided)
during cruising or mooring operations.
• There must be safety equipment on board.
• Never overload the boat, but observe the load rating given

by the manufacturer and indicated on the CE plate.
• Never leave children alone on the boat unattended.
• Sailing the boat in a state of inebriation, under the influence
of drugs or certain medication can put oneself as well as
others in danger.
• In order to ensure the safety of people and to prevent 		
possible damage to the on-board equipment, the speed
must be adapted to the state of the sea.
• The engines must be switched off when any passengers
are embarking or disembarking or are in the water near
the stern of the boat. Simply putting the engines in neutral
is strictly not permitted.
• Do not allow anyone to sit or straddle any part of the boat
that is not suitable for that use, or to sit in any place where
sudden and unexpected acceleration or deceleration or loss
of control of the boat can cause the passenger to fall. Always
make sure that all passengers are properly seated before
setting sail.
• Remember that at sea the waves can change suddenly and
quickly.
• Always tell someone where you intend to go and when you
plan to return.
• Train at least one person on board in the basics of starting
and running the engine and in the techniques for sailing, in
case the skipper is incapacitated for whatever reason or falls
off the boat.
• Always slow down and be very careful when sailing in an
area where people may be in the water.
• Put the boat in neutral and switch off the engine before
allowing people to swim near the boat or approach it.
• Immediately switch off the engine if you see anyone 		
Owner’s manual
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someone swimming near the boat, as the moving propellers
can cause serious injury.
Make sure you have enough fuel before setting sail.
If the sea is rough, make sure that all the children and other
passengers on board wear a life jacket.
Everyone on board must know where the life jackets are and
how they are worn. The place where these are stored must
be marked with a label.
Life jackets do not guarantee safety: they are buoyancy aids
and only reduce the risk of drowning.
On board your boat, there may be different accessories
which can be individually adjusted according to personal
requirements and comfort (Flaps, GPS, Echosounder, 		
Autopilot, Stereo System, etc...).
Check that your passengers make any necessary 		
adjustments to ensure their maximum safety and comfort
while on board.
The safety equipment, and the life rings in particular, must
be adapted to the people on board in terms of both number
and size (adults and children).
Before setting sail, check that you have all the documents
required for sailing on board.
Remember to never leave the boat unattended with the
engines running.
Do not moor the boat anywhere other than at the mooring
bitts, in order to avoid damaging the parts of the boat that
are not specially reinforced.
In the case of rough or very heavy sea, try to sail at low
speed in order to avoid jolts which could damage the 		
systems and equipment.
The operating economy of your boat depends on how you
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use it.
• Sailing with balance and intuition and with the hull at 		
uniform speed, increases comfort on board while keeping
consumption within the proper limits.
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Given the characteristics of the boat, we would like to draw
your attention to its high performance and the responsibility
which must be assumed when it is used:
Warning, sailing at high speed considerably increases the
safety risks, both for passengers and for the boat itself.
In any case it is advisable never to exceed 30 knots.
Whoever operates the boat must have a realistic
understanding of their own capabilities.
All those on board must sit in their own seats.
No-one must be on the bow and stern SUNDECK when the
boat is moving, especially at high speed.
Do not sail at high speed with children or elderly or disabled
people on board.
Children must always be seated next to an adult.
You can only sail at high speed when the sea is calm and
visibility is good (wind force = 0 speed 0÷1.5 m/s, wave h
<0.10 m) at a safe distance from the coast, other boats and
swimmers.
Always be aware of where you sail to avoid hazards like
submerged rocks, sandbanks, wrecks on the seabed or floating
ones, especially if near estuaries or after heavy storms.
Comply with the limits set by the Marine Authorities.
Whoever drives the boat MUST NEVER leave the helm even if
the boat has an AUTOPILOT and must always wear the safety
device which is activated when the engine starts (if provided).

In rough seas, reduce speed and cross the waves, if necessary;
the boat has been designed and built to tackle rough seas
provided that the right precautions are taken – the boat has
not been built to “jump the waves”. You have purchased a
beautiful YACHT to get maximum pleasure out of the sea.
“Jumping the waves” at high speed can lead to fractured
bones in even expert, trained racers and the risk increases
significantly for untrained yachtsmen. The manufacturer shall
not be held responsible for any damage to the boat, property
and/or persons deriving from a lack of experience or conduct
which has not taken into account the above warnings or
recommendations outlined in the Owner’s Manual. The boat
has been designed and certified for pleasure and not for diving,
competitions or other professional events. Simply applying
the contents of this manual will not guarantee the safety of
yachtsmen and swimmers and, for this reason, the entire crew
on board the yacht should always use common sense, comply
with the legal requirements and standards in force and respect
the surrounding environment.

Any use of this boat for non-recreational purposes
entails inspections and checks by the competent
authorities, who shall check that the boat is suitable
for such use; if not used for recreational purposes, the
checks and guarantees relating to the EC marking
and to the reference directive are not applicable.

CAUTION
The view of the skipper may be obstructed by high
boat trim angles and by other factors caused by
one or more of the following variable conditions:
• trim stabiliser angles associated with the 		
propulsion unit (on boats equipped with trim 		
stabilisers associated with the propulsion unit);
• trim stabiliser angles on the hull (on boats 		
equipped with trim stabilisers for engines or trim
stabilisers on the transom);
• load and distribution of the load;
• speed;
• rapid acceleration;
• switch from displacement mode to planing 		
mode;
• conditions of the sea;
• rain and spray;
• darkness and fog;
• internal lights;
• position of awnings and blinds;
• people or mobile mechanisms in the operator’s
field of vision.

The International Regulations for Preventing
Collisions at Sea (COLREGS) and road regulations demand caution at all times and that
the right of way is respected. Observing these
rules is essential.

Owner’s manual
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Chapter 5

Refuelling, fire extinguishing systems, fuel system
Procedure to be followed before and during refuelling:

Steps to be taken after refuelling:

1 Turn off all electrical devices, including the engines, electri
cal appliances, the blower (vapour extractor), lights, etc.
2 Extinguish cigarettes and/or anything else that can 		
produce sparks or flames.
3 Close all openings including hatches and windows, if
present, etc.

1 Close the tank plug and wipe off any spilled fuel.
2 Open all the hatches/lockers, portholes, engine com
partments, etc. and visually check and perform sniff tests
to ensure there are no vapours/fumes or fuel leaks. If there
are signs of leaks and/or vapour, find and eliminate the
cause before starting the engines.otori.
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DANGER
Fuel vapours are explosive and could stagnate in
the lower parts of the boat, where they could accidentally catch fire. During refuelling, all hatchways
and portholes must remain shut.
Fuel vapours are highly explosive (especially petrol). In order to avoid the possibility of an explosion
or a fire, check visually that there are no fuel leaks
or spills and nasally for any vapours built up in the
tank compartment or in the other hatches. Before
you start the engine(s), always operate the blower
for at least 4 minutes (WHERE FEATURED for the
stern rooms).

DANGER
If there is fuel in the bilge, do not start the engines,
check the cause of the leak and remove it (contact
specialised staff if necessary). To remove the fuel
from the bilge, DO NOT USE the bilge system or
other electrical devices, as this could cause an explosion; in addition, the anti-pollution regulations
forbid the dumping of fuel and oil into the sea.
Use sponges or manual pumps (that do not cause
sparks) and purpose-designed collection tanks.
Once the fuel has been collected, clean the bilge
using special detergents and leave to air.

3 If you have fitted your Boat with an awning, air it before
starting the engines.
4 Before you start the engines, always operate the blower
for at least 4 minutes (where envisaged).
WARNINGS
Periodically check the state of the fuel filters and,
if necessary, replace them with filters of the same
capacity and characteristics (always referring to
the engine manufacturer), without modifying
other parts of the system. A filter that is in good
working order guarantees good engine performance and lower fuel consumption (contact
specialised personnel).

CAUTION
If the fixed fuel tank is installed by the manufacturer, the same is suitably connected to an earth
braid, which must be suitably connected to the
earth by the engine installer; failure to make this
connection could cause holes to form in the tank,
with the serious risk of fire and explosions.

Fuel system:
The boats are all fitted with outboard or sternboard/outboard engines, and the components of this system are as
follows:
• Fuel inlet & outlet
• Fuel tank (CE marked)
• Shut-off valves
• Fuel filters
• Inlet/outlet/delivery/return pipes
Below are indicative pictures of the various components
A Examples of fuel inlet and outlet on the starboard side of
the helm station (1) or in specific lockers in the driver’s seat
(2). Intake plug marked FUEL.
Note: the steel intake plugs can 				
require a safety key which 				
is provided with the boat..
A

1
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B
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D It is possible to inspect the fuel tank float in the skipper’s
seat or afterpeak, as well as check the fuel pipes and
correct fastening. For boats with hob or wooden table in
the skipper’s seat, remove these components (by undoing
the screws) to inspect the top part of the tank and the
various connections.

DANGER

B It is possible to inspect the fuel filters (which differ 		
according to the engine) in the seat or afterpeak. Further
information is given in the instructions of the engines and
filters, which should be read with care.

Do not store inflammable material or liquids or
electrical equipment that may generate sparks
in the tank compartment or near this to prevent
possible explosions or fires.

Note: the use of additives in the fuel may damage the filters.

Problems with starting or loss of power are usually due
to obstruction of the filters or air bubbles in the fuel supply
line. Inspect the filters on a regular basis (refer to the
specific manual).
C The pull cords of the manual fuel shut-off valves (if 		
supplied with your model) are visible in the skipper’s seat
or at the front in the dashboard, with one for each engine,
and are to be pulled only in an emergency or if the boat is
left unsupervised.
Reset (open) the valves at the top of the tank where these
are located.

C

D

Maintenance of the filters:
(General info, see the manual for more information)
Any problems with starting or loss of power of the engines
are usually due to obstruction of the filters or air bubbles in
the fuel supply line.
Replace the filter (the filter body)
1 Switch off the engines.
2 Remove the cover.
3 Remove the old seal of the cover and replace it with the
new one provided with the filter, after first lubricating it
with the fuel.
4 Remove the old filter body and replace it with the new one.
If necessary, move the filter one way and then the other
other to release it.
5 Fill the filter with clean fuel.
6 Put the cover back in place and close it manually. Do not
over-tighten the cover.
7 Start the engines and check the filter and fuel supply line
for any leaks.

Owner’s manual

WARNINGS
Do not store tools or other equipment in the tank
compartments, never block access to the boat’s
safety systems. Do not modify or alter the fuel
system without the manufacturer’s authorisation. In any event, any maintenance work must
be performed by specialised staff; any accident
deriving from negligence or unauthorised modifications will come under the sole responsibility
of the user. During routine maintenance or during
any inspection carried out in the compartments,
a second person must keep watch from outside
the compartment. Never lock yourselves in the
compartment to perform any tests. Any fuel
vapours inside the compartment could make you
dizzy and/or make you lose consciousness. The
person keeping watch must be an adult capable
of handling the on-board instruments in the
event of an emergency.

5
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Fire fighting system:
(FB version. For the EFB version, refer to the specific chapter)
The risk of a fire remains the biggest risk for boats, but if you
perform appropriate maintenance work and follow a few
simple rules based on common sense, you can rule out the
possibility of such a risk occurring.
There should always be suitable portable extinguishers in a
visible place on board, which have been tested and are ready
for use.
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Fire can be caused:
By negligence on the part of the crew smoking, by the presence of flammable liquids on board, by electrical short-circuits, by the propulsion engine, by incorrect refuelling or by
failure to perform the maintenance required.
Here too, serious damage to property or persons can be
prevented if the crew behaves correctly and the boat is kept
in order.
The boat owner is responsible for fitting the boat with at least
two portable fire extinguishers in a class no lower than “ABC”
certified for marine use, a place in the cockpit no further
than 2 m from the driving position and another for the cabin
compartment (if present). If the boat is fitted with a galley,
envisage another extinguisher near the hob.
Also envisage buckets with a rope connected to them to use
seawater to put out any fires (NOT ON A FIRE IN THE ELECTRICAL SYSTEM).

WARNINGS
The portable extinguishers must be easily accessible and ready for use; if they are stored in a
dedicated compartment, it must not be locked
and indicated by appropriate signs. Check the
overhaul expiry and if necessary replace any
fire-fighting equipment with new equipment of
an identical or greater capacity.

However, if there is a fire on board, turn off the engines
immediately. Check whether it is a small fire, which does
not involve flammable liquids or fuel, in which case you can
attempt to put it out completely using a suitable fire extinguisher.
If on the other hand the fire involves the fuel system or flammable liquids, the risk of explosion is greater.
If you have to abandon ship, make sure that all the passengers are wearing life jackets. If possible, try to inform the
Rescue Unit of your position prior to abandoning the boat.
Once you have abandoned ship, swim away QUICKLY and try
to keep at a safe distance since the burning fuel may spread
over the surface of the water near the boat. For the same
reason, do not use rescue flares before you have attained a
safe distance from the boat, to avoid possible explosions.

CAUTION
Boat owners are responsible for performing periodic checks on the fire extinguishing equipment
and must replace or refill fixed and/or portable
extinguishers if they have expired or are empty.
They must also make sure that all fire extinguishing equipment is readily accessible and clearly
marked and that the entire crew knows where
the safety equipment is located and how to use it
correctly. Frequently check that the bilge is clean
and make sure there are no inflammable liquids,
fuel or gas, Only replace fire-fighting equipment
parts with original parts with the same or higher
capacity as those installed originally. Do not store
inflammable material on board and especially not
in the compartment containing fuel system parts.
Before setting sail, check you have a portable extinguisher for each compartment, an extinguisher
for the cockpit near the helm and an extinguisher
near the galley heaters (if supplied) on board and
have stored them correctly.

Warning: if the boat is moored with the Electricity Supply
connected, or with the Generator running, do not under any
circumstances use water to put out the fire, to avoid the risk
of electric shock caused by the presence aboard of 220 Volt
current. Specific extinguishers must be used for the energised
systems.
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How to use the portable extinguisher correctly
(extinguisher shown for illustrative purposes only).
There must always be safety signs
that clearly indicate the location of
the portable extinguishers. Once
you have found an extinguisher,
remove it from its seat and head in
the direction of the fire.

5
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Turn the safety device to
break the plastic guarantee
seal.

Remove the safety device
by pulling the hook firmly
outwards.

NO

WIND
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Grab the extinguisher firmly
from the bottom of the spray
handle without pressing it
on top. Head calmly towards
the fire, taking the time to
ascertain how serious it is,
the direction of the wind and
the type of material that is
burning.

Activate the extinguisher
from the right distance
(variable according to the
intensity of heat emanated
by the flames) to strike the
fire with the maximum jet
efficiency. Spray progressively, starting by directing
the jet at the closest flames
and then making your way
towards the furthest ones.

Direct the extinguishing
agent jet towards the base of
the flame. If liquid material
is on fire, make sure the jet
does not cause any spraying
of the burning liquid outside
of the container: this could
cause the fire to spread.

When spraying, move the
extinguisher slightly like a
fan while slowly approaching the fire and spraying
extinguishing agent uninterruptedly.

Always get on the windward
side of the fire, to avoid being
overwhelmed by the burning
fumes.

NO
In the event of contemporary
use of two or more extinguishers, the operators must
never operate from opposite positions, but should
preferably move in the same
direction or operate from
positions that form an angle
(with respect to the fire) of no
more than 90°. This way, no
hot parts, flames or fragments of burning material
will be projected onto the
operators.

FLAMMABLE GROUND
When extinguishing a fire,
avoid operating on surfaces
covered with easily flammable substances. Operate
from a safe distance, examining the possible developments of the fire and the
most likely propagation path
of the flames. Wear the designated personal protective
equipment.
Before leaving the location
of the fire, make sure the fire
is in fact out, and that there
is no possibility of it starting
again. Put the extinguisher
back into place.
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The boat may be equipped
with a FIRE PORT in the event
of flooding in the fuel tank
compartment which has a
portable fire extinguisher.
Make sure that the Fire Port
is always closed to prevent
water accidentally entering
the tank compartment. Fire
Ports are required by law, but
in any case, fires in the tank
compartment or fuel system
place the boat’s occupants in
serious danger. For this reason, you should abandon the
vessel immediately wearing
personal flotation devices, follow all the safety procedures
and assess with care whether
or not to attempt to put out a
fire in the fuel system since inflammable petrol is extremely
dangerous and difficult to
bring under control using
portable extinguishers.

“If the boat is equipped with
a fuel tank, an air
recirculation system called
BLOWER will certainly be
installed on board. The
blower is a fundamental on
board object. It is used to
extract the petrol vapors
from the compartment
where the tank is installed, by
means of an electric

(wind-la) pump which,
connected to a pipe, brings
any vapors accumulated
below deck to the outside.
It would be a good habit to
activate the Blower for at
least 5 minutes before
starting the engines to drain
any gasoline fumes that
may have accumulated
under the floor.

To activate the blower,
press the respective button as
shown in the image.

5
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Chapter 6

Flooding, taking on and draining water
The boat was built with such criteria to be able to deal with
adverse sea and wind conditions. However, a good Skipper
will need to use all his/her skills to assess the weather-sea
conditions in order to cruise as responsibly as possible, while
assuming strict self-criticism of his/her real capabilities.
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• Flooding/taking on water or capsizing (highly unlikely
situation) can be caused by a variety of factors:
1 ignoring the weather conditions and the state of the waves;
2 incorrect loading of the boat;
3 sailing or anchoring the boat incorrectly;
4 sailing with open portholes in rough seas;
5 washing the boat with open portholes and open 		
hatchways;
• If the flooding is caused by the action of aft waves, try to
turn the boat and face them from the bow.
• Check that the bilge pumps are working and bale out water
(if necessary) using buckets or manual pumps.
• If the flooding is caused by a hole in the hull, try to block it
with anything at hand (rags/fabric/wooden tools, etc.)
taking care not to remain trapped in the flooded bilge, and
return to the nearest port.

Always remember to do the following:
1 Before setting sail, check that the bilge pumps are working
properly;
2 Load the boat correctly; do not exceed the maximum
capacity indicated on the plate; keep the load to a minimum
and evenly distributed; always maintain a suitable load line;
consider the sea conditions, the duration of the journey, the
weather conditions and the experience of the crew;
3 If only one anchor is used, anchor the boat only on the
bow side; adjust the trim and speed according to the sea
conditions;
4 Close all the openings when the sea is rough;
5 It is recommended to close the seawater intakes (not
necessary) during the period when the boat remains in
port, and make sure that the deck scuppers are always
free for draining the water, both when the hull is moored
and when sailing (any through hull valves on the deck
drainage system must always be open; close them only in
case of emergency, i.e. if a break in the system causes water
to return to the bilge).

In case of flooding or taking on water:
1 Ensure that the bilge pump(s) are operating, and empty
the hull using balers, buckets or other suitable containers;
2 If the boat is flooded or is taking on water, it can become
unstable and capsize; if flooding is caused by a hole in
the hull, try to block it with anything at hand (rags/fabric/
wooden tools, etc.) taking care not to remain trapped in
the flooded bilge, and return to the nearest port.
Remember that since this is an Inflatable Boat, even
when flooded, the risk of sinking is almost negligible (if the
chambers are intact), so try to remain calm and empty the
water from the cockpit as quickly as possible.
Also remember that the cockpit is fitted with scuppers.

6
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In the case of a small leak:
it is possible to follow the indicative procedure shown
below: (devices and method for stopping a leak in the
hull, TAKE ALL DUE CARE)

Owner’s manual

In case of entry of water from a through hull valve:
(if simply closing the valve is not sufficient), it is possible to follow the indicative procedure shown below:
(devices and method for stopping the entry of water,
TAKE ALL DUE CARE)

WARNINGS
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You must under all circumstances keep the hull
valves and seawater intakes under control in
order to prevent any flooding.
The hull valves must be checked and operated
frequently to ensure they are not blocked. Access
must never be obstructed since they may have to
be closed quickly.
The outboard discharges situated beneath the
water line and the seawater intakes must only be
kept open for the amount of time necessary and
only if a system which makes this necessary has
been installed.
While cruising, keep the following closed: portholes, sealed hatches, skylights, sealed windows
and doors and check that they are shut frequently. To avoid flooding, check the condition of
seawater intakes and bilges on a regular basis.

CAUTION
During navigation, always leave the valves or
plugs on the cockpit scuppers open (where
featured). Never block the cockpit scupper drains.
Never leave cumbersome material in front of the
scuppers or in front of the hull valves.

Keep in mind, since it is a RHIB, even when flooded, the risk of
sinking is almost to be excluded, (if the compartments are
intact), then try to remain calm and empty the water on deck
as soon as possible. We also remind you that the cockpit is
already equipped with drain scuppers.
In the case of rough sea, keep all the doors closed, wear the
life jackets and attempt to reach the nearest port.
Remember that the boat is implicitly the safest place for the
crew and so the decision to abandon the boat must be taken
only in extremely serious conditions and when there is a loss
of control and a very real risk of sinking.
If this is the case (if equipped with VHF), launch a MAY
DAY signal before abandoning ship and inform the rescue
services of your position. Before entering the water, make
sure that everyone is wearing a life jacket, check that you
have distress flares with you and launch one immediately;
when the sea is rough, you may not always be able to see
another boat on the horizon but it may be able to spot your
rescue signal. If your boat is supplied with a life raft, remember always to keep the life raft rope tied to the boat before
throwing it out to sea. Once the life raft is open, get people
on board as quickly as possible, then detach or cut the rope
and move away from the boat. (for details, see the life raft
manual as well).

1 The cockpit drains are positioned on the stern side of the
deck. Make sure they are always free. Larger models of the
boat can have 2 drains on each side.
2 The cockpit drains lead to the stern side. Each season, check
the seal on the “clapet” devices that prevent the return of
water when sailing in reverse gear.

1

3 The deck scuppers lead to the stern side with valves that
can be inspected from the afterpeak. These must always be
open and should be closed only in case of emergency when
water returns to the bilge. Remember that a valve is open
when the handle is in the same direction as the pipe.
4 The chain compartment is self-emptying. Check this on a
regular basis for any obstructions.

3
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Bilge pumps:

CAUTION

The boat is equipped with one or more bilge pumps depending on the model, which are situated in the afterpeak, on a
regular basis, make sure the suction and discharge of the
bilge water drain system are always free and that the system
is in perfect working order.
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In the event of a malfunction, contact an authorised technician; do not tamper with or modify the system without the
manufacturer’s written authorisation; the manufacturer will
not be held liable in the event of any damage ensuing from
improper use or tampering. Remember that the Bilge Pump
assembly is not designed to guarantee the boat will float in
the event of a LEAK in the hull; its sole purpose is to aspirate
water from splashing or leaks or accidental and limited water
seepage into the bilge.
Caution: the manual tube inflater generally supplied by the
manufacturer can be used as a manually-operated secondary bilge pump by inverting the attachment (see its instructions).

The bilge pump has a float which is automatically
activated in the presence of water. If necessary, it
can be manually activated using the control on the
helm station (see symbols in the corresponding
chapter). Fit a secondary bilge water pump system
(if not installed at the time of purchase) such as
a manual bilge pump or other suitable system
which can be used if the primary bilge pump is
faulty. Remember that the automatic bilge system only works when the batteries are inserted.
Remember not to leave the bilge pump on once
the water has been removed from the bilge, as
incorrect use could block the system.

CAUTION
Do not use high pressure water jets for
washing lockers and external accessories such
as refrigerators, plexiglass or teak doors.
The bilge pumps can be inspected in the afterpeak.
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Chapter 7

Black water system (where present)
The black water system is provided as either optional or
standard equipment depending on the model. Check if it can
be provided with your boat.
Some models of medium/large size can be equipped with
a black water system. This system consists of a toilet bowl
(A) in the cabin which can be emptied by pressing the button
(B) next to it. The toilet bowl drains to the black water tank
(D) generally on the stern side. Before using the toilet, check
that the sea water load positioned in the floor inspection
port at the centre of the cabin is open. When the system is
not used, it is advisable to close the water inlet valve and the
valve for discharge into the sea of
 the tank (also in the cabin
floor inspection port). Figure B also shows the three-way
selector switch of the drain for discharging the content of
the tank into the sea (*) or to the suction plug on the pier.
Figure C shows the level gauge of the tank with the switch
for emptying the tank into the sea (*) and the duly identified
system power switches. Turn on these switches before use
(read carefully the instructions of the components and tank
supplied with the boat).

Figure B - Water inlet
Toilet drain.

Figure D - Black water tank with
pump.

Figure C - Tank gauges with
emptying button + system
switches.
Owner’s manual
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Figure A - Toilet.

Figure E.

WC Functioning System

Figure B - There are various possible types of black water tank
discharge selector switch. In any case it has three positions with the
options of discharging the contents into the sea (*) or via the suction
plug situated on deck.

STEP 1
Fill the toilet with water
(“FILL” button)

STEP 2
Flush the toilet (“Flush”button)
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STEP 3
To drain the black water tank
make sure the valve in Figure B
is in place “BILGE” (for unloading
through the bridge intake) or
“SEA” (for unloading into the sea)
depending on where you want to
unload, and press the indicated
button.
Figure C - The LEDs indicate
the filling status of the black
water tank. The button activates
discharging from the same tank
(in the direction of the valve in
figure B)

Figure C - The buttons in the
bathroom are generally (from
left to right):
Bathroom light
Free aux
Toilet system power supply
Drainage of grey water tank for
the shower (Note 1).

CAUTION
Periodically check the black water level sensor.
When the sensor reads “RED light”
it means that the black water tank is full.

Note 1: There is usually an inspection port in the floor of the cabin (or
under the steps leading down into the cabin) for inspecting the collecting tank that contains the grey water from the bathroom shower.
This tank contains a bilge pump which can be activated automatically
or at the button shown in figure C. Periodically check the operation of
this pump and that it is free of obstructions.

The black water tank has a vent on the stern side of the deck.
The piping of this vent can be equipped with an anti-odour
filter (Figure E). Check this filter on a regular basis and replace
it if necessary. It is advisable to replace it on an annual basis
(if provided). Empty and clean the entire system on a regular
basis. At the end of the season, empty and clean the system
with particular care.
CAUTION
The black water system is designed to discharge
water and organic waste only, do not clog with
sanitary pads or other waste. For the black water
system, remember to use toilet paper specially
designed for use in pleasure craft toilets (or camper
vans) and use sparingly.

The through hull valves of the black water system have
a visible discharge under the boat; the seawater intake is
marked differently from the other discharges by a protective
grille; make sure it is clean and free of any obstructions such
as seaweed and the like on a regular basis. The system’s filling
and discharging valves can be accessed from the inspection
ports in the cabin floor.
Owner’s manual
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B

Typical image of a view of the underside of the hull:
A = seawater intake for toilet
B = black water discharge directly overboard

(*) Note concerning the anti-pollution regulations
Note that the current rules do not allow the discharge of
black water into the sea. Therefore, unless stated otherwise
in different provisions of the competent authorities for the
stretch of the sea being crossed, the three-way valve must
always be turned towards the suction plug on the pier.
Any valves for direct discharge into the sea from the toilet or
from the tank are exclusively for use in emergency situations
(spills in the boat due to breakdown of the system or issues
of safety and stability). These valves must, therefore, remain
closed during normal operation. On the next page is a diagram of the system equipped with emergency valves.
During normal use of the system, open only the seawater filling valve of the toilet. The valve “A” must only be open during
emptying of the tank. The tank must, therefore, be emptied
from the deck by means of the suction plug on the pier
(“waste” plug). Turn the “Y” valve towards this suction plug.
The part for discharge into the sea of the “Y” valve is only for
use in emergency situations as described above.
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The manufacturer declines all responsibility for pollution
or other situations attributable to the improper use of this
system and the discharge of the contents of the tank into the
sea when this is not permitted.

Reminder of the positions of the valves

valve OPEN

Indicative diagram with the
emergency valves

valve CLOSED

“Waste” plug
For intake from
the pier

Ventilation
line
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Deck
WC

WC with
integrated
macerator

Tank

Macerator
“A” valve

“Y“ valve
SEA
(emergency)
Hull
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Chapter 8

Fresh water system (where present)
Some models are equipped with a fresh water tank, which
is arranged inside the hull in the forepeaks, and which has a
specially labelled inlet and water pressure pump.
The water pressure pump (A) for the circulation of water in
the system is an electrical component. The system must,
therefore, be powered for this to work (turn on the power
supply at the battery cut-out and turn ON the relative switch).
The water pressure pump of the system is usually located in
the afterpeak.
The water inlet (B) for filling the tank is usually located on the
side of the skipper’s seat, in the same place where the tank
outlet is also generally found.
Larger size models can be equipped with a sink with removable diffuser in the cabin and/or sink in the cockpit (behind

Figure A - Water pressure pump
in the tank compartment.
Owner’s manual

Figure B - Water tank inlet
and outlet.

CAUTION
Shower and basin drains are designed exclusively for the passage of water and nothing
else, so please avoid clogging the system with
waste, food or other materials. Remember that
the water in the tanks on board is not drinking
water!
the skipper’s seat). It is also possible to provide an extractable
showerhead on the stern side (D).

Figure C - Basin under cover,
behind the skipper’s seat.

Figure D - Extractable
showerhead on the stern side.
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Chapter 9

Cooker
On request (depending on the version selected), an induction
or gas cooker can be fitted under the driver’s seat. This device
entails additional risks for the boat, which is why the utmost
care must be taken; always check that the stove ignition is
turned off when the cooker is not in use, and make sure no
flammable materials or devices are stored inside the cartridge compartment (generally envisaged under the cooker
itself). In the case of a gas cooker, the cylinder must be kept
in an entirely separate compartment which must be duly
ventilated at all times.
42

WARNINGS
Close the fuel supply line valves if the devices are
not in use. Close valves before refuelling and immediately in the event of an emergency.
Check the system for leaks on a regular basis.
WARNING
NEVER USE NAKED FLAMES TO CHECK FOR
LEAKS.
Never block the system components in any way.
Keep spare cartridges in ventilated compartments
on the open deck or in gas-tight cabinets fitted with
an overboard outlet and intended for this purpose.
In the case of a gas system, do not store spare
cylinders on board. None of the compartments on
board are suitable for the purpose.
Never use the cabinets or cartridge or cylinder compartments to store other devices.
WARNING
NEVER LEAVE THE BOAT UNSUPERVISED
WHEN THE BURNERS ARE IN USE.

Cooker behind the driver’s seat,
available for larger size boats.

WARNINGS
Never use the hob (if present) when the boat is
cruising but only when stationary and anchored.
Never leave the hob unattended when in use.
Keep children away from the galley area when the
hob is in use, do not place inflammable material
near the hob.
Use pan stability devices, do not use the cooker in
rough seas.

9

Check on a regular basis that the ventilation systems and vents of the cabinets for storing the cartridges or cylinders are always free of obstructions.
Check on a regular basis that the pipes (for the gas
system, when provided) are intact and free of wear,
and replace them before the expiry date shown on
the actual pipes.

Owner’s manual
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A gas cylinder system is usually defined as a plastic cylinder
holder with cylinder lock, various fittings and a certified tube
for use with liquid propane gas.
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Chapter 10

Electrical system
The boat is fitted with a battery-powered electrical system
or for larger size models, 220V power supply from the pier
can be envisaged, with related battery charger.
The Manufacturer is able to provide all the necessary information to any specialised staff who may need to intervene
on the system; indeed, the end user should never intervene
on the system unless in an emergency to replace fuses or
to reset switches, as illustrated on the following pages.
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Below are the details of a standard system (including
non-standard optional accessories).

WARNINGS
Have the system checked to ensure it is in perfect
working order on a regular basis.
In the event of a malfunction, contact an authorised technician; do not tamper with or modify
the system without the manufacturer’s written
authorisation; the manufacturer will not be held
liable in the event of any damage ensuing from
improper use or tampering.

CAUTION
The batteries require regular maintenance to be
kept in good condition. Here are some tips:
• Keep the battery 100% charged and recharge it
every 2/3 weeks if not used. Check the electrolyte
level once a month when possible (unsealed 		
batteries).
• Check the density level in the electrolyte to
ensure that everything is working properly. Clean
the cover and holder if dirty.
• Check the terminals and grease them if
necessary.
• Always keep the battery box closed, do not stow
anything above the battery, and avoid placing 		
water or other liquids on it.

The batteries (A) are in the afterpeak. The battery cut-out (B)
can be provided inside the afterpeak or directly in the cockpit
near the operator’s position. For larger boats with more engines
and batteries, different appropriately identified cut-outs can be
provided also with a “parallel” switch. The parallel switch must
be used only when there is low battery power for starting the
motors.

Figure A - Battery in the
afterpeak
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Figure B - Battery cut-outs in
the cockpit or in the afterpeak.

DANGER
If the batteries are charged, do not leave the
battery charger inserted for longer than necessary.
This could cause the batteries to overheat and the
ensuing formation of vapours. Battery vapours are
highly explosive.
During battery servicing (if required) handle very
carefully. If the battery fluid needs topping up
(depending on the type of battery), make sure it
does not leak and wear special gloves and protective goggles since the acid is harmful if it comes
into contact with the skin. Do not store material,
especially if inflammable, in or near the battery
compartment.
The batteries may vary in number depending on
the number of engines provided and on the users
and on-board requirements. Each battery has its
own “cut-out”, to always be kept in the off position
when the boat is not in use or unattended.
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Some models may upon request be fitted with an optional
shore power supply socket, and the battery charger. Here
are some details.
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Shore socket on the stern
side.

Type of battery charger.

The shore socket (220V), when provided, can be on deck on
the stern side. The socket is provided with the battery charger
and can be inspected in the stern seat. Read carefully the battery charger instructions provided with the boat.

DANGER
Do not let the shore power supply cable touch the
water. It may create an electric field that will cause
serious injury or death to people swimming nearby. First connect the power cable on the boat, then
connect it to the shore socket and open the shore
socket contact. To disconnect, proceed in reverse
order. Close the shore socket contact, disconnect
the power cable from the shore socket and then
the boat socket and close the boat shore socket
cover. Only use suitable, CE-marked connections
that are not damaged in any way.
Clamp the cable correctly while in use and carefully close the socket once the cable has been disconnected. Never leave the shore socket cover open
if not used during sailing or when moored. When
you leave the boat, remember to disconnect the
batteries.
Do not touch the electrical system with your
hands and/or wet feet.

The various utilities of the boat are protected by thermal
cut-outs that can be reset directly at the switches at the helm
station. The boat is not generally provided with protective
devices with fuses. However, some of the optional equipment
(or fittings of smaller boats) may need these devices, in which
case bear in mind the information given on the following
pages.

Fuse filament
intact, fuse
functional

Fuse filament
broken, fuse
needs replacing
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CAUTION
Utilities protected by a fuse may vary depending
on the outfitting of the boat; if one of the utilities
does not work, check the fuses, remove them one
at a time and check the condition of the filament
inside the fuse. Should the fuse blow again, despite
having been replaced, go back to shore and contact
specialised staff; there may be a short-circuit in the
electrical system. It is a good idea before setting sail
to check you have a supply of fuses of the correct
amp values for your boat on board.

Owner’s manual

CAUTION
A fuse that blows or a thermal cut-out may be
a sign of a fault in the system so even if the boat
operation is correct when the fuse or thermal cutout have been reset, contact specialised staff for a
check all the same.
Some of the utilities
may be protected
by fuses at the helm
station.

WARNINGS
Remember that service utilities absorb a large quantity of electrical current, so please take the utmost care when
charging the boat’s batteries off-shore.
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• Since the electrical installation on the boat presents the
same risks as a home installation, you must observe the
same precautions you would take at home.
• Short-circuiting may cause a fire or explosion since it 		
can generate dangerous sparks or overheating.
• If short-circuiting occurs, the presence of a battery 		
unit to power the DC system could lead to significant 		
overheating which could melt metals and cause the 		
batteries to explode.
• If in doubt, always contact an electrician who is 		
specialised in the field. Do not make connections using 		
bare or loose wires and only use approved plugs and 		
sockets.

• Do not make any changes to electric circuits, powered 		
or unpowered.
• The electrical installations must be controlled at least
once every two years for rust formation on the contacts
and loose connections in particular. If the system 		
is not in use, connection to the earth supply must be 		
disconnected (where present).
• Use electrical devices with double insulation or which 		
have been earthed.
Any component of the electrical system or navigation
lights or other, must be replaced when necessary with a
device that is identical or in any case similar and approved
by the manufacturer.

WARNINGS
The electrical system, tanks and electronic devices of larger size models may be connected to earths that discharge onto
the “sacrificial anodes” in the hull on the transom. These must be periodically inspected and if damaged, replaced with
material of the same potential. Attention must also be paid to the bolts and washers used to secure them bearing in mind
that it will be the lower potential material that deteriorates due to the residual and galvanic currents.
Check the sacrificial anodes at least twice, at the start and end of each season. If the sacrificial anodes deteriorate very
quickly, have the entire electrical system checked because it may be faulty.
The sacrificial anodes (“zinc anodes”) are provided on the hull and may also be present on immersed components such as
the arms of mobile platforms, flaps, transmissions, etc. Check each of these components on a frequent basis.

Summary of the main colours of the wires of the electrical installation on board
Utility
POSITIVE line
NEGATIVE line
Services POSITIVE line
Lighting POSITIVE line
Audio system
Water & fuel level sensors
Chain metre counter sensors
Winch

Colour of wire

Section mm

Red
Black
Blue
White
Red/black plate (*)
Red/black plate (*)
Red/black plate (*)

2
2
2
2
1,5
1,5
1,5

Protective device (*)

Ah
Ah
Ah
Ah
Ah
Ah

Example of sacrificial anode.

(*) The various red/black plates are labelled at the panel at the helm station.

Larger models can be equipped with a 36 or 75-litre refrigerator depending on the model. This device absorbs electrical
current, so always take the utmost care not to use up all the
battery charge with on-board utilities when the engine is
switched off and you are off-shore. Remember to clean the
refrigerator frequently, especially at the end of every season,
defrosting it and leaving it open when switched off in order to
air it. Correct management of these devices prevents unpleasant odours on-board. Please also refer to the refrigerator
instruction manual.
The motor of the refrigerator can be inspected by extracting
the refrigerator itself after unscrewing the fixing frame, or
by accessing it from above by removing the wooden counter-top (or hob if provided).

Owner’s manual
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Electric winch:
Larger boats may be fitted with a fibreglass tip with a locker
containing the electric winch motor and related chain;
below are some pictures of a larger size boat, so the equipment shown may differ from that fitted on your own boat.
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Figure 1 shows that a locker can be provided in the bow tip
for the winch retractor and the manual emergency lever.
A manual emergency handle which is provided with your
equipment (green arrow Figure 6) can be fitted in the top
part of the manual emergency winch. Remember to check
the position of the “safety” (red arrow in Figure 6) before
using the winch or before leaving the boat unattended. Read
carefully the manual of the winch supplied with the boat. This
document provides all the information required for use and
maintenance of the device.
In the event that it is necessary to take up the anchor immediately from the seabed or there is another emergency
situation and the winch or system is defective, or the anchor
is inextricably caught on the seabed, it is possible to use
the manual lever (see the winch instructions) to release the
chain as far as the last section, or to use the electric control
if it is working (the last section of the chain is generally tied
with a rope or iron cable and safety latch), in order to cut the
last section of the rope, abandon the anchor and chain, and
thereby move away and take the boat to a safe harbour. This
operation involves the loss of the components, but makes it

possible to return to the harbour in a short time in the event
of an emergency situation or the impossibility of bringing up
the anchor. Figure 2 shows the winch motor accessible from
the forepeak (see the following warnings). The winch relay
(Figure 3) can generally be inspected inside the chain compartment.
The electric winch protection switch (Figure 4), is generally
provided in the afterpeak. Check this switch if the motor
does not work. In order to work, the winch must be powered:
switch on the electrical system first and then the thermal
cut-out switch (Figure 9) at the helm station marked WINDLASS SWITCH. Once the system is powered, press the chain
winding/release button at the helm station (Figure 5).
Make sure that the scupper drains of the chain compartment
are always free of obstructions (Figure 7). For some models,
a remote control can be provided for controlling the winch
from positions other than at the helm station (Figure 8).

WARNINGS

Figure 1

Figure 2

Figure 3

Do not touch the anchor winch locker or inspection hatch when the winch is in operation. The
chain and the anchor winch can cause serious
permanent injury to hands and arms. Remember
that the electric winch is the device which uses up
the most electrical current on board, so take the
utmost care when charging the battery unit during
use; if possible, use the winch when the engine is
running (if the conditions permit it and there are
no swimmers nearby).

WARNINGS

Figure 4

Figure 5

Figure 6

Figure 7

Figure 8

Figure 9

Owner’s manual

The anchor chain sold by the manufacturer is
of STANDARD length; therefore please assess
whether to purchase different measurements
depending on the sea beds in the areas you wish
to sail in and assess whether to adjust the weight
or anchoring power of the anchor.
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Navigation lights:
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Please note that the navigation lights are mandatory while
cruising or anchoring at night (from dusk to dawn) or when
there is poor visibility. Below are the different versions of
lighting installation. The lights are generally paired up with
the roll bar. Check in any case if this equipment is provided as
standard with your boat or has to be ordered separately (if it
is for your use). Please remember that boats without lights
are only intended for sailing in the daytime when there is
good visibility (a portable light, like a torch, should be kept on
board anyhow). The boat owner is responsible for daytime
signal equipment for the anchor and all other equipment
required by international regulations or specific directives of
the area where you are about to sail.
Remember that it is mandatory to have a horn on board.
For boats less than 5 metres long, the horn can be replaced
by another portable and/or manual device.

B B
A A

A A
A A

A A

B B

Example of layout of lights with and without rollbar
A = 30 112° RED & GREEN NAVIGATION LIGHTS
B = 360° ANCHOR LIGHT
(for some models, the pole of the anchor light is stored in the afterpeaks)

Example of 360° light pole attachment

Note: Obtaining a boat licence entails knowledge of how to use
lights correctly, along with all the acoustic and visual signalling
devices.

Boat cables scheme

Owner’s manual

Color

Cable size (mm)

Function

White/Black

1,5 mm

Audio Speakers

Blue/Black

1,5 mm

Sensor Water

Grey/Black

1,5 mm

Electrovalves + Courtesy Lights

Red/Black

1,5 mm

Fuel Sensor

Black

16 mm

Services NEGATIVE

Red

16 mm

Services POSITIVE

Purple/Purple

1 mm

Anchor Chain Counter

White

2,5 mm

Services Lights

Blue

2,5 mm

Various Services

Black

2,5 mm

Services NEGATIVE

Red

2,5 mm

Bilge Pump

Blue

2 mm

Services

Black

35 mm

Services NEGATIVE

Red

35 mm

Services POSITIVE

Black

4 mm

Services NEGATIVE

Red

4 mm

Services POSITIVE

Black

50 Q

Services NEGATIVE

Red

50 Q

Services POSITIVE

Yellow/Green

6 mm

Ground

Red

6 mm

Services POSITIVE

Black

70 Q

Services NEGATIVE

Red

70 Q

Services POSITIVE
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Batteries and systems

Engine L

Services

Engine R

Batteries in position 1-1-1
Position for NORMAL use
Left engine battery connected to Left engine
Right engine battery connected to Right Engine
Services battery connected to various services

Engine L

Services

Engine R

Batteries in position 1-1-2
Left engine battery connected to Left engine
Right engine battery deactivated and connected in parallel with Left engine battery
Service battery connected to various services
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Engine L

Services

Engine R

Batteries in position 1-2-1
Left engine battery connected to Left engine
Right engine battery connected to Left engine
Services battery deactivated and services connected with Right engine battery

Engine L

Services

Engine R

Batteries in position 1-2-2
Left engine battery connected to Left engine
Right engine battery deactivated and left engine connected to right engine
Battery Service battery deactivated and connected to right engine battery

Engine L

Services

Engine R

Batteries in position 1-BOTH-1
Left engine battery connected to left engine
Right engine battery connected to Left engine
Services battery in parallel with Right and Left engine battery

Engine L

Services

Engine R

Batteries in position 1-BOTH-2
Left engine battery connected to left engine
Right engine battery deactivated and Right engine connected to Left engine battery
Service battery in parallel with Right engine battery

Engine L

Services

Engine R

Batteries in position 1-BOTH-BOTH
Left Engine battery connected to Left Engine
Service battery and Right Engine Battery are connected in parallel

Engine L

Services

Engine R

Batteries in position 1-1-BOTH
Left engine battery connected to the left engine
Services battery connected to various services
Right engine battery in parallel with Left engine battery and Services battery

Owner’s manual
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Batteries and systems

Engine L

Services

Engine R

Batteries in position 1-2-BOTH
Left engine battery connected to right engine
Right engine battery connected to left engine
Services battery deactivated and the services are connected to the Right
engine battery

Engine L

Services

Engine R

Batteries in position 2-2-2
Left engine battery connected to left engine
R engine battery deactivated and connected in parallel with L engine
battery Service battery connected to various services
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Engine L

Services

Engine R

Batteries in position 2-2-1
Left engine and Right engine and Services connected to Right engine battery

Engine L

Services

Engine R

Batteries in position 2-1-2
Left engine battery connected to Right engine battery
Right engine battery connected Right engine battery
Left Services battery connected to various services

Engine L

Services

Engine R

Batteries in position 2-1-1
Left engine and Right engine connected to the Right engine battery
Service battery connected to services

Engine L

Services

Engine R

Batteries in position 2-BOTH-2
Left engine connected to the battery of the right engine
Right engine connected to the battery of the left engine
Services battery in parallel with the right engine battery

Engine L

Services

Engine R

Batteries in position 2-BOTH-1
Left engine connected to the right engine battery
Right engine connected to the right engine battery
Service battery in parallel with the right engine battery

Engine L

Services

Engine R

Batteries in position 2-BOTH-BOTH
Left engine battery connected to right engine battery
Right engine battery and service battery in parallel.
Right Engine Connected to Left Motor Battery and Services
All batteries are in parallel

Owner’s manual
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Batteries and systems

Engine L

Services

Engine R

Batteries in position 2-2-BOTH
Left engine battery connected to right engine battery
Right battery in parallel with Left engine battery (therefore active)
Services battery deactivated and services connected to the R and L
engine batteries (due to the parallel)

Engine L

Services

Engine R

Batteries in position 2-1-BOTH
Right + Left Batteires in parallel (and active)
Services Battery connected to services.
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Engine L

Services

Engine R

Batteries in position BOTH-BOTH-BOTH
All batteries in parallel

Engine L

Services

Engine R

Batteries in position BOTH-BOTH-1
Right Engine Battery Connected to Right Engine
Left engine battery and Services in parallel with Right engine
batter; everything is in parallel.

Engine L

Services

Engine R

Batteries in position BOTH-1-2
Left and Right Batteries in Parallel (both active)
Service Battery connected to services.

Engine L

Services

Engine R

Batteries in position BOTH-1-1
Left and right Engine Battery in parallel (all 2 active)
Service battery connected to the services

Engine L

Services

Engine R

Batteries in position BOTH-BOTH-2
All in parallel and all active

Engine L

Services

Engine R

Batteries in position BOTH-BOTH-1
All in parallel and all active

Owner’s manual
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Batteries and systems

Engine L

Services

Engine R

Batteries in position BOTH-2-2
Left Engine Battery & Right Engine Battery in parallel (both active)
Services Battery

Engine L

Services

Engine R

Batteries in position BOTH-1-BOTH
Left & Right Barreire in Parallel
Services Battery connected to Servies
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Engine L

Services

Engine R

Batteries in position BOTH-2-BOTH
Left & Right Barreire in Parallel
Service Battery connected to Right Engine Battery which is connected
to the Left Engine Battery bringing all bateries in parallel.
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Chapter 11

Personal flotation devices
1 Each passenger must be provided with a suitable personal
flotation device of the correct size (including children).
2 Every boat must be fitted with at least one approved 		
life ring with an approved type of tow line secured to the
hull.
3 By law, life vests (when not worn) and the life ring must
always be within easy access. They must be removed from
their bags, ready for wear and placed in a place that is
readily accessible if needed and well marked.
DANGER
During navigation, the life vests must never be
stored in a locked cabinet but left in a clearly
indicated location ready for use.

4 CHILDREN and all those who are not strong swimmers
must ALWAYS WEAR a life jacket. Always check that the
flotation devices for children are the correct size and in
perfect working order. Make sure that everyone on board
wears flotation devices each time circumstances make
this necessary: For instance - a sudden worsening in the
weather/sea conditions, or due to damage to the boat, etc.

Owner’s manual

5 Before setting sail, instruct all passengers on the location of
the life-saving equipment and how it works.
WARNINGS
Always keep the sheet on the self-inflating life
rafts attached to the boat (where envisaged).

The onboard equipment provided in Italy is covered in the
following pages.
DATA UPDATED IN 2017 CHECK REGULARLY (FOR INSTANCE,
ON www.guardiacostiera.it) THAT THE DATA SPECIFIED ARE
STILL APPLICABLE, AND ALSO PROVIDE A FIRST AID BOX ON
BOARD.
CAUTION
Remember that the contents of the tables below
apply to national Italian waters, please find the
relevant tables for the waters you sail outside Italian
territory.
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LIFE-SAVING EQUIPMENT AND MINIMUM SAFETY EQUIPMENT TO BE KEPT ON BOARD
RECREATIONAL CRAFT AND BOATS IN RELATION TO DISTANCE FROM THE COAST OR SHORE
A) Safety equipment for recreational craft (with or without CE marking)

X = mandatory - (n) = mandatory number - (pax) = for all people on board - (n/pax) = for the number of people on board - NM = nautical mile - m =
metres
TYPE OF SAILING
Name
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Life raft
Flotation devices
Belt
Life buoy with line
Buoy light
Smoke signal
Compass and deviation tables (a)
Clock
Barometer
Binoculars
Navigation maps of the area
Chart table instruments
Red hand flares
Red parachute rockets
First aid box (b)
Regulation lights (c)
Sound signal equipment (d)

Without limit Within 50 NM Within 12 NM
X (pax)

X (pax)

X (n/pax)
X (1)
X (1)
X (3)
X
X
X
X
X
X
X(4)
X(4)
X
X
X

X (n/pax)
X (1)
X (1)
X (2)
X
X
X
X
X
X
X(3)
X(3)
X
X
X

Radio navigation equipment
(LORAN - GPS)

X

X

VHF equipment
Radar reflector

X
X

X
X

E.P.I.R.B. (Emergency Position
Indicating Radio Beacon)

X

Within 6 NM

Within 3 NM

Within 1 NM

X (pax)
X (n/pax)
X (1)
X (1)
X (2)
X

X (n/pax)
X (1)
X (1)
X (2)

X (n/pax)
X (1)

X (n/pax)
X (1)

X(2)
X(2)

X(2)
X(2)

X(2)
X(2)

X
X

X
X

X
X

X
X

X (1)

Entro 300 m

Rivers, streams
Water courses

X (n/pax)
X (1)

B) Additional safety equipment for craft without CE marking

TYPE OF SAILING
Name

Without limit Within 50 NM Within 12 NM

Within 6 NM

Within 3 NM

Within 1 NM

Pump or other pumping tool

X

X

X

X

X

X

Fire-fighting equipment - extinguishers: as indicated in the table in
Annex A) annexed to Min. Decree 21
January 1994 no. 232

X

X

X

X

X

X

Entro 300 m

Rivers, streams
Water courses

Notes:
a. the deviation tables are only compulsory for recreational craft. (the compass adjusters must possess the requirements set forth in Circular Series I no. 23 “Waterway Police“ dated 30.6.1932 and be listed on the registers pursuant to art. 68 C.N. (Navigation Code)
b. according to table D annexed to the Ministry of Health Decree no. 279 dated 25 May 1988.
c. for day sailing up to twelve miles from the coast, the regulation lights may be replaced by a white safety torch.
d. for crafts that are over 12 metres long, a whistle and bell are also required. (the bell can be replaced by a portable acoustic device).
e. irrespective of engine power, small recreational boats must have only one extinguisher on board. For craft, the number of extinguishers and the extinguishing capacity are specified in letter A) of the table annexed to the aforementioned Min. Decree 232/1994

Owner’s manual
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TABLE OF EXTINGUISHERS ANNEXED TO MIN. DECREE 232/1994
FOR RECREATIONAL CRAFT WITHOUT CE MARKING MODIFIED WITH MIN. DECREE 5.10.1999 NO. 478
A) Recreational craft

Total power installed

Number and capacity of extinguishers

P (kW)

In wheelhouse
or helm seat

Near
engine (1)

In each of other rooms
or groups of adjacent rooms

1 da 13 B

1 da 21 B
2 da 13 B
1 da 21 B e 1 da 13 B
1 da 34 B e 1 da 21 B
2 da 34 B

1 da 13 B

P ≤ 18.4
18.4 < P ≤ 74
74 < P ≤ 147
147 < P ≤ 294
294 < P ≤ 368
P > 368
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(1) For engine rooms with a permanent fire-fighting system, the extinguishers must be: for power up to 294 kW: 1 x 13 B; for power over 294 kW, 1 x 21 B.
Total power installed P (kW)

Portable extinguishing capacity

P ≤ 18.4
18.4 < P ≤ 147
P > 147

13 B
21 B
34 B

Note:
In the tables, the number preceding letter B indicates the extinguishing capacity of the extinguisher.
A higher number corresponds to a higher extinguishing capacity; the capacity shown in the tables is the minimum requirement.
Letter B indicates the designation of the fire class that the extinguisher can extinguish.
Extinguishers belonging to fire classes A or C can also be fitted on recreational craft provided they are also homologated for fire class B.
Explanatory notes circular series III no. 80 dated 30 June 1989 of the former D.G. Navigazione e Traffico Marittimo (Department of Sea Navigation and Traffic)
For CE-marked craft, the extinguishers are located on board and indicated in the Owner’s Manual.
Periodic checking of the extinguishers is not required. Checking involves making sure they are not damaged.
The pressure gauge, if present, must be in the load position (green area).
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Chapter 12

Recommendations on using the safety equipment
We recommend you keep the following standard safety
equipment on board (also check the tables on the previous
pages):
• Fire extinguishers (the correct type and quantity, situated in
easy to access locations. The position is INDICATED by a
special label).
• Personal flotation devices (life belts/jackets, one for each
person carried).
• Life buoy with retracting line.
• Buffers, lines and boat hooks.
• Light signals (for night and day, not expired and 		
homologated).
• One or more electric torches, preferably watertight, with
spare battery.
• Up-to-date navigation maps for navigation area (do not rely
exclusively on your GPS).
• First Aid box (not expired).
• Manually-operated bilge pump.
• Anchor and chain suitable for the boat.
• Lines of sufficient length and diameter to moor safely, even
in adverse weather conditions.
• A knife to cut the line in the event of an emergency.
In the event of an emergency, the crew’s safety depends on
the efficiency of the radiotelephone (if provided), life-saving
equipment (rafts/life jackets/rockets) and their correct use in
Owner’s manual

particular.
It is therefore a good idea to instruct occasional guests as well
to avoid unpleasant incidents or, in the event of an emergency,
incorrect action or scenes of panic. Do practice drills, on
extinguishing fires, on using the life-saving equipment and
retrieving a man overboard. All this will help you to enjoy what
this boat has to offer you in complete safety.
WARNINGS
Always overhaul the fire-fighting equipment
before it expires. When empty or expired, replace
fire-fighting equipment with new equipment of an
identical or greater capacity.

CAUTION
The safety equipment can be stored in the lockers
of the boat, provided that these are not locked
and that the equipment is readily accessible. Make
sure that the equipment can be stored without
interfering with the systems or other equipment
in the lockers (see notes in the other chapters). It
is advisable to mark the place where the safety
equipment is stored with stickers, and to always
inform the crew of the location and use of the safety
equipment.
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Chapter 13

Advice on handling the boat
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Remember that in order to be safe, the boat must be kept in
perfect working order, i.e. as far as possible in the same state in
which it was delivered.

condition. (replace if necessary).
- Check the engines are working properly on a regular basis
(see the engine manual for service intervals).

Some advice:
• The boat must also be safe when in the harbour. It is 		
therefore good practice to check that the mooring lines
are always well regulated, taut and secured on the bitts and
fairleads.
• The batteries for sea use must always be charged, the
electrical installation circuits insulated and the battery
compartment must be well ventilated. Check that there are
no leaks in the fuel circuit.
• We recommend maintaining good internal ventilation to
avoid humidity and mildew caused by condensation.
• Even on occasional visits, it is always a good idea to 		
check the general state of the moored vessel.

Seawater intakes and overboard discharges:
For some of its utilities, the boat uses seawater; each of these
utilities is therefore connected to seawater intakes fitted with a
valve (see information regarding each individual system), with
pipes leading to the various utilities. Check that the pipe clips on
the seawater intakes are working properly on a regular basis,
and make sure there are no worn parts of the piping. Several
utilities on the boat discharge water overboard, and some of
these drains are fitted with a shut-off valve. All valves must be
opened and shut regularly to avoid blockages (the ball valves in
particular).

We therefore recommend:
- Trying the engines: make sure that the engine has no fuel or
oil leaks; check that the fuel filters work efficiently and that
the air filters are clean.
- Make sure there are no deposits in the keel that prevent
the bilge pump from working properly; check that it works
properly.
- Check that the doors seals and closures are in good 		

Other information:
The boat can be equipped with reclining
seats and backrests for the stern, helm
and bow (depending on the model).
Pay the utmost attention when sailing,
making sure not to put fingers or hands
in the steel parts that move (risk of
crushing), to move these devices, lift
them and turn them (both forward
and back) and check that they are then
correctly secured in place.

Check, on a regular basis
(at least at the beginning
of the season), the correct
tightening of all the bolts,
eyebolts, screws, etc. on
board.

Some lockers can be
equipped with steel latches.
To open, pull the latch up with
your fingers, making sure not
to hurt yourself.
Tighten all these devices
before attempting to set sail.
Take the utmost care when
handling the lockers since
their weight could injure your
head, hands or feet when
handled without care.
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Boats with an accessible
cabin can be fitted with a
steel lock. Make sure not to
hurt your fingers when using
this lock. Close it correctly
before setting sail. No one
should shut themselves in the
cabin without the presence
of another person on the
outside. Take all due care not
to lock yourself inside.
For some models, the
bearings near the door need
to be turned to access the
cabin in the helm station.
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If you have requested the installation of small tables on your
boat, secure them correctly before use and setting sail. Move
them carefully to avoid damage to the wooden parts and
physical injury. Some models may have a locking “clip” as in the
picture. To close, pull this device outwards with two fingers.

Fixing the Cushions:
Joker Boat cuschions are fixed in various ways. Some pieces
are siliconed and screwed while others can be fixed to the
deck by means of: Fitlock [fig.1], Perfix [fig.2] using clips +
Velcro discs [fig.3].

Look after the cushions (if provided) properly and with care.
Before setting sail, check that all the fasteners (automatic
buttons or other) are properly secured; to remove the
cushions, first remove the buttons. Do not pull the cushions to
detach the buttons. To remove the padding, undo the zips at
the bottom (only some cushions offer this possibility, they do
not all have removable covers). Remember that sun cream can
leave marks on the cushions (as well as on the tubes). Wash the
cushions only with products specially for nautical cushions.

Fitlocks are extremely practical plastic hooks that allow you
to stow most of the cushions on the deck of Joker Boat boats.
To remove the cushions from the GRP bulkheads, always
start from the bow by pulling the pillow towards yourself
(without forcing the latter too much) until the Fitlock comes
off the bulkhead. Continue to gently detach the cushion
from the bulkhead by moving aft. Do not try to detach the
cushions from the center. This could result in the breakage of
Fitlocks or cushions.

If you requested the installation of a water ski pole on your
boat, use this with the utmost care, comply with all the
regulations and the specific laws of the place where you go
water skiing (or wakeboarding or similar), provide on board
all the safety equipment required by law to perform these
disciplines, and provide suitable staff as per the laws in force. In
the case of a pole that can be taken apart, put it together and
make sure its parts are correctly secured before use.
Figure 1

The clips work in tandem with the velcro, keeping the cushions
fixed during navigation and stationary. The clips are designed
as a reinforcement to the Velcro discs which, when wet, lose
their fixing properties. Both the clips and the velcro are made of
plastic for easy maintenance and to avoid the formation of
oxide.
“Perfix” system for securing cushions:
Make sure that the upper button (i.e. on the cushion) is turned
in the correct direction in regard to its counterpart on the
fibreglass (they might turn on themselves when put in storage).

Figure 3

Once correct alignment has been made, lift the perfix cap
on the cushion and insert the centre pin in its counterpart at
an angle to ensure that the end point of the pin enters first.
Straighten the button and release the top cap.
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Figure 2

Owner’s manual
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Before each trip
Before setting sail, the boat must always be carefully checked.
In addition to visual inspections, full operating tests should also
be performed including checks on the electrical and electronic
equipment. All onboard safety equipment should be checked
including life-saving equipment, rockets and flares and firefighting and communication (VHF) equipment. (According to
the type of sailing effected).
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Here is a list of checks to be performed before setting out:
• Make sure that boat and personal documents are on board
• Make sure that the safety equipment is in working order and
not expired
• Instruct passengers on how the life-saving and fire-fighting
equipment works and where it is located.
• Consider the duration of the trip, the weather/sea conditions,
taking into account the experience of the crew members.
WARNINGS
Check the overhaul and expiry dates for certificates and safety equipment on your special
check-list.

• For “long cruises”, it is your duty to be informed of changing
weather conditions, inform the competent bodies of your
departure, destination and route you want to follow and
seek advice on the route if necessary.
• Load the boat correctly and keep the load low and evenly
distributed; the load must not be distributed unevenly on
one side or with a longitudinal arrangement that differs
from the design arrangement. Do not exceed the maximum
capacity indicated by the manufacturer. Maintain a suitable
load line. Secure the load so that it does not constitute a
danger while cruising
• Check the pressure of the tubes and that all the valve caps
are tightened and in place
• Check that the external cushions are in place
• Check the anchor winch and check that the anchor is fixed
correctly
• Check that the portholes and skylights are closed
• Inspect the cabins, lockers and bilge
• Check that tenders, life rafts or awnings (if supplied) are
securely fastened.
• Check these levels:
- engine oil
- fuel level in tanks, bearing in mind the distance to be covered
- system oil
- fresh water supply
- battery electrolyte (if it can be inspected)
• Check the condition of the emergency fire-fighting systems

• Check that the battery selectors are on
• Check that the electric panels are operating correctly (where
featured)
• Check the bilges and that the bilge pumps are working
properly
• Disconnect and recover the shore socket cable (where
featured)
• Make sure that the swim ladder is raised and retract the
gangway, if any
• Check your mooring and that of the boats near you so that
you are free to manoeuvre
• Start the blowers (if supplied)
• Start the first engine (normal oil pressure within 15 secs.),
and when you are sure that it is operating correctly, start the
second one (if supplied)
• Check the circulation of the seawater engine cooling system
• Check there is no leaking oil, fuel or water.
DANGER
Never start the engines if there are people
swimming nearby

Owner’s manual

Also:
• Check that the control levers and steering are working
properly
• Switch on the navigation instruments and try the radio,
• Once you have started the engines, keep them in neutral for
a few minutes before unmooring.
• Check that the engine data gauges are working (if installed)
• If supplied, check that the navigation instruments are 		
working correctly (compass/GPS etc.).
CAUTION
While cruising and when anchored, loads must
always be distributed and stored or secured so that
they cannot move.
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WARNINGS
• You must not store any type of material in the
tank compartment. The tank compartment is
for housing the tank only.
• Unnecessary electrical utilities must be
switched off
• Perform manoeuvres at low speed, in order to
correct the course in time and, in the event of an
accident, to minimise damage.
• Never block access to the fire-fighting and
life-saving equipment.
• Never obstruct the access to the safety systems,
to the fuel valves or any switches in the electrical
system.

While cruising:
• Constantly check the instruments and engine smoke level.
• Check that the compass is operating correctly
CAUTION
Never leave metallic material or magnets near the
compass, as this may alter the direction indicated
and lead you off course.
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• Constantly check the bilge and the presence of smoke or
vapour and any unusual noises
• Constantly check that the boat position corresponds to the
traced route even if the boat has GPS with an anti-sagging
to leeward system.
• Even if the boat is equipped with an autopilot, one person
who can sail the boat must always be on hand
• If the sea is rough, constantly check all the internal cabins
(bilge cabins) and check that portholes are closed and the
anchor is fastened securely
• If the bilge pump system is activated automatically, 		
immediately check the state of the bilge
• All passengers must stay in their own seats and hold on tight
to the special handles or handholds
• All movement on board must be effected very carefully
by moving from one handhold to the next only if absolutely
necessary

WARNINGS
When the boat is moving, it is recommended and
advisable to wear non-slip footwear, remain seated and hold on to the special handles/handholds.

DANGER
While cruising, the passengers on board should
be accommodated in the specified areas in a
suitable number as indicated on the Manufacturer’s Data Plate.
All the occupants of the boat must hold on tight
to the special handholds and be extremely careful when getting on and off the boat and when
loading or unloading cargo.
NO RESPONSIBILITY IS ACCEPTED FOR ACCIDENTS RESULTING FROM THE USE OF THE
TUBES AS SEATS DURING NAVIGATION.

The tubes and areas which are not protected against falling
overboard should not be used when cruising, take the utmost
care even when the boat is anchored or moored.

Areas protected against
falling overboard
accessible during cruising

For further details see Chapter
23 - Schemes: projects, sessions
and holding points - Page 103

On arrival (temporary mooring):
• Check the bilges and check the fuel tank level
• If you have to use the anchors, remove the catches and
start to prepare mooring lines, fenders and anything else
you need
• Before dropping anchor, determine the type of seabed. Do
not drop anchor where people are swimming. Once you
have dropped anchor, switch off the engines
• If mooring in inlets and bays, make sure you can unmoor
quickly if weather/sea conditions change suddenly
• Be careful where you moor and make sure you comply
with regulations especially when in nature reserves.
• Always keep a safe distance from any swimmers and
other boats
• Before swimming (the engines must be switched off), take
Owner’s manual

out the stern ladder (if supplied). One person who can sail
the boat must always remain on board.
The stern ladder is available in different models.
Figure 1 shows the version that must be rotated towards the
stern to be opened and then pulled down.
Figure 2 shows the retractable version; to open this one, turn
the safety upwards and slide the ladder outwards and then
downwards. To close the ladders, follow the procedure in
reverse order.

1

2
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CAUTION
Be extremely careful when using the boarding/
unboarding ladder and use the special handholds.
Pay attention to the telescopic ladder joints since
you may injure your hands if not enough attention is
paid. Take off all rings, bracelets and necklaces when
using the ladder.
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On arrival in the harbour:
• Before entering the harbour, check that the primary (ma
noeuvring) controls are working correctly
• After mooring, disconnect any electrical connections
which are not needed
• If you want to connect the shore socket cable (if supplied),
check it is in good condition and make sure the plug is dry.
Make sure the shore socket switches are disconnected
before making the connection (please also abide by the
warnings provided earlier in the electrical system chapter)
• Consider any tidal ranges when you adjust the mooring
lines.
• Check the condition of the bilge and make sure no water
has seeped into the hull.
• Check that the bilge pump is working correctly.

When moored:
• Regularly check
- the moorings, wear on lines/cables, the condition of the
bilges, battery charge levels
• If the boat is equipped with a generator, we recommend
you read the accompanying manual for the correct use
• Check the electrical panel frequently, along with the shore
socket
• When you leave the boat, turn off all electrical utilities
and close the seawater intakes (with the exception of
those relating to the pit drain).
• To keep all steelwork in good condition, always clean
it with fresh water and dry carefully after using the boat;
in addition, the same operation should also be carried
out regularly if the boat is left unused; any rusting of the
steelwork shall not be ascribable to the steelwork supplied
by the manufacturer since it is all 316 STAINLESS STEEL.
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Boat hauling and loading advice
DANGER
General note: failure to observe the instructions
given in these pages may cause serious damage to
the boat and serious injury to persons, the consequences of which the manufacturer cannot be
held responsible for.
TOWABLE BOAT (WIDTH OF LESS THAN 2.55m
FOR ITALY). Check the highway code to understand
whether your boat can be towed or not using your
car or vehicle.

NO! DANGER

Owner’s manual

Check that the ropes and cables are not damaged and that the boat is correctly hooked on to
the fairlead and the winch.
Keep your face away from the lever and winch;
any broken cables or lever runners could cause
serious injuries. If the trolley is fitted with rollers
or other hauling devices, check that they are
positioned correctly to avoid damaging the hull
of the boat.
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CAUTION

DANGER
Remember that during the loading phases, lift
the foot of the outboard engine completely; we
recommend the use of hauling rollers underneath the hull to avoid damaging the latter, do
not remain inside the boat or near or behind it to
avoid the risk of serious injury.
During loading operations, the boat must be
completely emptied of its mobile equipment,
from liquids to fuel.
HAULING and LIFTING
76

NO! DANGER

DANGER
IMPORTANT: the boat can be lifted by placing belts
under the hull and taking the weight and balancing of the boat into account. Be very careful not to
damage the tube and the fibre glass parts; we recommend the use of wooden wedges placed near
the edge to protect the seat of the tube itself, and
fabric or other suitable means to prevent friction
between the belts and the tube.
Before lifting, make sure that all equipment,
liquids, luggage or other additional weights have
been removed from the boat.
Use bitts and eyebolts specifically designed for
mooring. People must not stand where they may
become injured if the boat slips. Avoid leaving
equipment and loose items on board, as they
could become dislodged during the boat haulage/
loading operations and thus cause damage to the
Boat/property or injure people.
The lifting belts must be in a good condition, long
enough and securely fastened to the lifting system
(SUITABLE CRANE). The position of the lifting belts
may vary according to the engine installed and
the type of crane used - always contact an expert
and remember that the boat must be lifted with
the keel parallel to the ground to avoid the boat
slipping from the belts. Before lifting it completely, move it slightly away from its seat to ensure
lifting is parallel with the ground. If envisaged, the

manufacturer strongly recommends use of the
designated eyebolts at bow and stern for lifting.
No other device (bitts, handles, tow hooks,
steelworks, etc.) should be used to lift the boat.

Tighten the shackles correctly before lifting.
Check the condition of the lifting eyebolts and tightening of the fixing bolts on a regular basis.
The bow eyebolts can be installed on the deck in the seats on the outside or inside the forepeak.
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Chapter 16

Manufacturer’s advice
The national and international standards strictly prohibit the
discharge in the sea of:
•
•
•
•
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Oils, hydrocarbons and fuels.
Non-biodegradable boat cleaning products.
Various paints
All waste.

You must also not create acoustic disturbance caused by
cruising at high speed, especially in coastal areas and near
other boats. Regulations may vary according to where you
are. You should therefore ask for information from the Marine Authorities beforehand.
In the absence of specific regulations, please use common
sense and good manners to protect nature and the freedom
of others. Remember that to avoid your boat making excessive noise in the future, it is a good idea to perform all the
services and maintenance specified in the engine manuals
and by the manufacturers, keep all the onboard systems and
propellers in perfect working order, clean the hull on a regular
basis and make sure the seals on the lockers are always
intact and also serve as acoustic insulation for the bilge.
If you have chosen an awning as an optional on your boat,
remember that it must be closed during cruising and secured
in place with the purpose-designed hooks; also close it when
anchored in the presence of strong wind.

CAUTION
Never block ventilation grilles, outlets or other
passages.
a Any modification to the layout of weights
on board (for instance, the addition of a fishing
tower, a radar, a mast, the replacement of an 		
engine, etc.) could significantly affect stability, 		
steadiness and performance of the boat.
b Try to keep the bilge water at minimum level.
c Stability is reduced by any weight added at the
top.
d In adverse weather conditions, close all hatches,
skylights and lockers to minimise the risk of 		
flooding.
e Breaking waves are a serious danger to stability.
- Do not use the boat with an engine with a 		
greater power rating than that recommended.
- Avoid sudden manoeuvres at high speed.
- For your comfort and safety, reduce speed in 		
rough seas.
- Do not sit in the bow pit when the boat is 		
travelling at high speed.
- Always use an emergency pull switch.

Remember to check regularly that the screws and awning installation/fastening devices are correctly positioned and that
they have not come loose during cruising. Do not hang onto
the awning or use it as a handhold. With the awning open,
take the utmost care when moving onboard, avoiding hitting
your head or tripping on it.
When not in use, the awning must be properly closed.
To open the awning, pull the zip fastener to take it out, turn
the front arch forward, extend the tie rods and fix them to the
appropriate eyelets.
To close the awning, follow the procedure in reverse order.
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Larger models can also have
an awning on the bow. For
some models it may be necessary to open the forepeak
in order to take it out.

The manufacturer can, on request, provide a specific tarpaulin to protect your boat when not in use.
Before closing the boat, carefully check that it is all completely dry, both outside and inside all the lockers
(in order to avoid the formation of mould or bad odours).
Store the boat in a place where it is not possible for dampness to form between the parts of the
boat and the tarpaulin.
Check the state of the boat on a
regular basis by opening and
airing the tarpaulin.
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Some FB boats with engines (such as model 28) have a
“convertible” stern seat, i.e. it is possible to move the backrest
to create the classic stern seat, or to rotate the backrest to the
stern to create a stern sundeck (strictly not to be used when
sailing).

Note: grease the lateral gears of this tilting backrest on a regular basis to prevent seizure or oxidation.

NO PR

ESS

To move the backrest, pull the release tab of the side
stops upwards.

OK
Lower the backrest into the sundeck position.
N
PRESbackrest
To return the backrest to the sitting position, raiseOthe
S
to engage the side stops.
OK
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Another release system can be with box and central release
pin as shown in the image.

Push the low back part of the backrest to free it for
rotation.
NO PR

ESS

OK

NO PR

ESS

OK

CB28 stern release image

Electric Table Leg Operation:
The model used by Joker Boat for the electric table leg (for the
models where this installation is possible) is extremely versatile
thanks to a lever placed just below the fiberglass table top
(therefore at the junction between the table top and leg); such
a table can turn easily. Below are the various stages of its
operation:

Raise the table up to above the back of the dinette or to the
maximum height of the piston using the appropriate buttons.

To operate the table use the button that is usually found on
the dashboard and in the side pocket in the cockpit where
there are also the battery switches.

Operate the lever at the base of the table to make it turn on
itself so that the longer part is positioned horizontally with respect to the boat. Once the table has been positioned, tighten
the lever.

Owner’s manual
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Lower the table until it rests
on the side shoulders of the
dinette, taking care not to
overdo the lowering to
prevent the piston from
tearing the fiberglass of the
table. Place the sundeck
cushion to take advantage of
the aft sundeck area.
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Once you have finished
using the table as a sundeck,
raise the table again until it
stops, unlock the lever, turn
the table again with the
longer parts, this time
crossing the boat. Lower the
table piston as far as it will
go until it becomes one with
the walking surface.

CAUTION
Pay attention to your feet and hands while lowering
the table and do not stand on the table while operating the electric piston, as it could tire the mechanism by breaking it. Check that there are no objects
under the table when lowering it.
After a lifting cycle, wait at least 10 minutes so as
not to overheat the internal mechanical
mechanism. If this time is not respected, the risk is
that the engine and other mechanical parts will
malfunction. Any damage caused by this disuse will
not be recognized under warranty, repair or
replacement.

WARNINGS
Keep the stern door open when inflating tubes
for CB30 and CB35 models.

Raise floorboards:
All Joker Boats are equipped with latches to open the
hatches of the lockers or other closing structures. Various
models are used on all Joker Boats and may include snapon
models [fig. 1], spring models [fig. 2] or models with Lids
[fig.3].

Figure 1

Figure 2

Each of these requires a minimum pressure to be exerted
on the lid in order to open the respective hatch. This is due
to the thickness made by the sealing gasket that pushes the
door upwards and guarantees the sealing of the latches.
Figure 3
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CAUTION
Do not turn / put the floor lifter with spring
backwards. This could cause difficult door opening
and breakage of the lock. Always make sure
before closing a lid that the lever is in the open
position (that it faces right / left with respect to the
center of the lock to avoid breakage.
If you were to close a floor lifter with spring in
reverse, use a screwdriver to forcefully lift the lock
by pulling the spring inside, and reposition it in the
correct position. PAY A LOT OF ATTENTION TO
YOUR HANDS / FINGERS.

Owner’s manual

Open

Close

Turned Wrong
(inside part)

Turned Wrong
(upper part)
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Helm station and driving the boat
Instruments or display
for control of engines
and tanks (*)

Navigator display (*)
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USB ports or
12V power supplies

Car radio (*)
Utilities switches
and operating lights

Keys for starting
the engines (*)

Steering wheel
Skipper’s safety lanyard
(*). To be put on before
starting the engines.
Engine acceleration
and engine trim levers (*)
Storage pocket
Purely indicative picture.

Anchor thermal
cut-out (*)

(*) before using the boat,
carefully read the specific
user manual of this
component.

CAUTION: to sail beyond
six miles from the coast,
you need to have a certified compass among your
on-board instruments; in the
event of installation (by the
manufacturer or specialised
staff), check that the same is
in good working order on a
regular basis.
Never leave metallic material
or magnets near the compass, as this may alter the
direction indicated and lead
you off course or decalibrate
the instrument.

The panels with the utility switches are appropriately identified with the corresponding symbol.
CAUTION: the helm station layout may vary according to the
boat owner’s needs and the engines installed; the various
symbols used for the switches are indicated below.
Owner’s manual

Larger boats (over 9 metres in length) can be
provided, on request, with
a bowthruster (directional
propeller). There is a control
for this at the helm station
to be used only at very low
speed during mooring. Pay
the same due attention to
the propellers of the stern
engines.
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Table of graphical symbols of the switches at the helm station:
(check which ones apply to your boat)
Interior light
(Interior light)

Windshield wiper
(Windshield wiper)

Music
(Music)

Trim tabs
(Trim tabs)

Anchor light
(Anchor light)

Bilge pump
(Bilge pump)

Heating
(Heating)

Mast lift
(Mast lift)

Cockpit light
(Cockpit light)

Water
(water)

Shower pump
(Shower pump)

Toilet

Navigation lights
(Navigation light)

Horn
(Horn)

Icebox
(Icebox)

Outlet
(Outlet)

VHF radio
(VHF radio)

Ventilation fan
(Ventilation fan)

Screenwash
(Screenwash)

Refrigerator
(Refrigerator)

Panel light
(Panel light)

Search light
(Search light)

Anchor
(Anchor)

Navigation instruments
(Navigation instruments)

Autopilot
(Autopilot)
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The engine instrumentation can vary in relation to the engine
installed and according to the requirements of the boat owner. Here are some indicative examples. Refer to the specific
manuals supplied with the engines as well.
If the boat is equipped with a VHF radio (compulsory for cruising beyond 6 miles from the coast), the boat’s captain must
have a special user licence, issued by the inspectorate of the
telecommunications ministry of his/her town.
Standard instrumentation

Analogue revolution counter

Engine trim control
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Engine multi-function digital displays

Owner’s manual

Speedometer

Engine coolant
pressure control

WARNINGS

Engine battery voltmeters

Engine coolant temperature
control

Fuel level gauges

Other versions of digital
displays with the same functions
as analogue ones
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See the engine instruction manual for more information.
Since there are 2 or 3 engines, instrumentation must be installed for
each engine (trim, rev counter, level and pressure control, etc.)

The operator’s view from the helm may be
obstructed by high boat trim angles and by other
factors caused by one or more of the following
variable conditions:
- trim stabiliser angles associated with the propulsion unit - load and distribution of the load;- speed;rapid acceleration;- switch from displacement
mode to planing mode;- conditions of the sea;- rain
and spray;- darkness and fog;- internal lights;position of awnings and blinds;- people or mobile
mechanisms in the operator’s field of vision.
Suitable supervision must be maintained at all
times, and the right of way must be respected.
Observing these rules is essential.
Prepare the helm station and the skipper’s seat
according to the height of the skipper. If necessary
use the front footrest or use devices suited to the
height of the skipper, in order to ensure perfect allround visibility.

Basic manoeuvres:
Before using the boat, we recommend you take a sailing
course to gain the necessary experience, especially if this is
your first boat (obviously, you need to have a suitable and valid
boat licence to drive this boat).
Below are a few examples of manoeuvres:
Remember that all boats jibe. This means that the boat stern
moves in the opposite direction to the direction of turn. For
example, when you turn the steering wheel towards the left,
the aft gradually turns right as the boat performs a turn to
the left and vice versa.
It is very important to remember this when docking to the
pier, when moving in limited space, in the presence of other
boats or when near people in the water.
If the boat has a double engine, you can put one engine in
forward gear and the other in reverse to quickly make a
complete turn.
This type of manoeuvre can be performed in both directions: if
the port engine is put into forward gear and the starboard one
into reverse gear, the boat will turn clockwise. If, on the other
hand, the starboard engine is put into forward gear and the
port one into reverse gear, the boat will turn anti-clockwise.
Bear in mind that when turning in reverse gear, the boat does
not behave in the same way as when turning in forward gear
and when reversing, it is more difficult to move in limited
space. In short, when the steering wheel is turned towards port
in reverse gear, the stern will pull towards port and vice versa.

Owner’s manual

Steering
wheel to port
the stern turns
to starboard

Steering wheel
to starboard,
the stern turns
to port
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Steering wheel
to port, the
stern turns
to port

Steering wheel
to starboard,
the stern turns
to starboard

To stop the boat, simply move the throttle lever back to the
neutral position.
To stop the boat more quickly, move the throttle lever back
to neutral and when the engine is idling, gradually engage
reverse gear; as soon as you see that the boat has stopped,
move the throttle lever into the neutral position. Always use
extreme caution when approaching people in the water.
Approach at minimum speed and keep the stern away from
the people.
Move the gear lever into neutral and switch off the engines
when still at a distance from swimmers.
DANGER
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Do not allow anyone to occupy the stern area
when the engines are running (this also applies
when the engines are in neutral). Rotating propellers could cause serious injuries or even death.
When there are swimmers near the boat, the
engines must be switched off.

Climbing back on board using the aft ladder (if provided):
Before moving or getting someone else to move towards the
ladder, make sure that the engine has been switched off and
the propellers are not spinning.
Once people has boarded, always check that the ladder has

WARNINGS
Even when you have switched off the engine,
take the utmost care. Even if only small waves are
present, there is a risk that swimmers will hit the
stern platforms or other parts of the hull causing
serious injury.
Never swim in the area underneath the platforms
or near the hull; getting up and down the ladder
must always be done in calm seas.

been raised before setting off. If not, it may damage the boat
or injure passengers.
If you stop the boat to do some diving or simply for a swim,
whether you can drop anchor or not, it is good practice for an
adult to remain on board at all times.
Always make sure that the lines, anchor and chain are
suitable for mooring safely in any atmospheric conditions.
Bear in mind that you should only drop anchor in places that
allow you to move away quickly or change position if adverse
weather/sea conditions develop.

Docking:
Docking a boat correctly requires practice.
First of all, procure everything you need for docking and place
it correctly so that it is ready for use.
Dealers are the best source of information on the quantity
and type of equipment needed.
When approaching a dock or pier, start to reduce speed far
CAUTION
All manoeuvres in the harbour or near other boats
must always be performed at minimum speed
(under three knots), in order to ensure efficient and
safe manoeuvring, that will give you the chance to
react to possible unforeseen circumstances (gust of
wind, the arrival of other boats, etc.)

enough away so that the boat does not leave a wake when it
gets close to other boats or the dock. As you gradually approach the docking point, make sure there is no wind or currents
that may affect manoeuvres and approach with caution.

Owner’s manual

Example of docking sideways:
If there is wind or strong currents, sail a leeward course.
During your approach, make sure all the lines are secured to
the cleats on the pier docking side. Someone should be at the
bow of the boat, ready with a boat-hook and a line secured
to a cleat on the boat.
Approach at minimum speed and at an angle of approximately 45 degrees to the pier. When the bow is approximately
one metre from the pier (starboard), the stern can be placed
alongside the pier with a turn on the port side. Again at minimum speed, engage REVERSE and turn the steering wheel
towards port. In this way, the boat will stop and the stern will
move towards the pier.
When docking on the port side, the above procedure should
be followed in inverse order. Plenty of practice is recommended so that you can perform this manoeuvre with ease.
CAUTION
During docking, both the passengers and crew
must remain on board and in their place until all the
manoeuvres has been completed. Only disembark
when the boat has been fastened to the moorings
and the engines switched off.
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Undocking:
Each time you set sail, you must consider the wind, currents,
tides and all natural factors that may influence manoeuvres.
CAUTION
Remember that all manoeuvres needed for docking or undocking must be performed at minimum
speed.

Make sure that all passengers are sitting in their seats and
that there are no other unsecured loads in the cockpit.
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CAUTION
Before undocking, make sure that all the lines
have been released and pulled on board. Lines left
in the water may damage the propulsion system.

Once you have made sure that the preliminary steps have
been taken, move away from the pier using a boathook and
by switching the engine to minimum, steer the boat out of
the harbour. Once you have reached a safe distance from the
harbour and have warmed up the engines appropriately, you
can accelerate to reach cruising speed. Sudden acceleration
and maximum cruising speed are not recommended to
avoid taking unnecessary risks and significantly increasing
fuel consumption.

WARNINGS
Rapid acceleration reduces planing time. The
utmost care must therefore be taken during
this manoeuvre since in similar conditions, boat
manoeuvrability requires special skill and quicker
reaction times. It is better to accelerate gradually
in all load conditions. Avoid dangerous “TAKEOFF”
effects.

Performance and attitude of the boat during navigation:
The boat has been designed to accelerate rapidly with hull
planing at the stern for a limited period of time.
Remember also that loading the Boat correctly ensures the
correct attitude and hence good navigation performance.
The boat’s performance depends on a number of factors:
• Load: never exceed MAX load (people plus luggage) indi
cated in the CE certification; only take items that are
strictly necessary. Always keep the load low and well
balance and secured.
• Propellers: keep them in good condition. If the propeller is
slightly bent or dented, it can have a negative effect on
boat performance.
If the propellers need to be replaced, standard products
may not be the most suitable for the type of boat used.
As your Retailer/Dealer to test different types of
propellers or in any case to fit original spare parts, always.

With a propeller that is unsuitable for your boat, the
engines do not reach full power or they may overwork;
always contact specialised staff.
• Hull: the hull should be kept in good condition and clean. A
hull covered in seaweed or with damaged runners may
have a negative effect on performance.
• Good trim.
Boat trim while cruising:
If the boat is too stern heavy when sailing at cruising speed,
try and correct the problem in this way:
• Stop and move part of the load and people towards the
front. Correct the sterndrive trim (for instructions on how
to do this, refer to the engine user’s manual).
• If the boat is too bow heavy when sailing at cruising speed,
invert the procedure described above:
• In both cases, also check the trim of the engines and
correct it slowly in order to find the best trim for the type of
cruising under way.
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WARNINGS
For the performance, attitude and manoeuvrability
of your Boat to remain safe at all times, NEVER INSTALL engines with a higher power rating and weight
than that recommended by the Manufacturer.
When cruising, the stability of the boat may
unexpectedly be affected by waves. Remind
passengers to move carefully, holding on to solid
supports. Avoid sudden manoeuvres at high speed
during cruising, and always warn passengers
when you are about to turn. Adapt the speed to
the condition of the sea, to avoid unnecessary
stress for the crew. When cruising, avoid entering
the engine compartment; if this is not possible,
adjust the course and speed in order to have maximum stability.
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Chapter 18

Mooring to the pier
Mooring lines should be used for mooring to a pier.
When mooring to a shore fixture, any swell or tides must be taken into account.
When mooring a boat to a pier, FENDERS are essential because they protect the boat from knocking and chafing against the pier
and against other boats moored alongside.
We would like to point out that fenders are not only essential but are also imposed by port regulations.
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Side-by-side mooring:
this is the most practical, simplest method of mooring but
requires the most space and therefore, considering the limited
space in ports, is also the most difficult to implement.
The boat is positioned alongside the pier and secured to it by
six lines:
• Bow Line: stops the boat moving backwards
• Stern Line: stops the boat moving forwards
• Forward breast line and quarter breast line: keep the boat
close to the pier
• After bow spring line and forward quarter spring line: stop
the boat from moving back (forward quarter spring line) and
advancing (bow spring line) along the pier.
If the boat is secured to the pier with these six lines, it cannot
move backwards, forwards or away from the pier. 		
Remember not to pull the mooring lines too hard since the
bitts and lines will be too tight and will not allow the boat to
move if there is swell or wash.

Alongside mooring:
this type of mooring is
uncommon in Italy, and it
entails mooring alongside
another vessel. The bow and
stern lines of all boats are
fastened to the bitts on the
pier, while the outermost
boat will face its breast lines
towards the innermost one.
It is vital to position the bow
and stern lines of the outer
boats at the right angle, as
they would provide support in
the event of wind.

Owner’s manual
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Bows-to mooring:
this type of mooring is the most suitable if there is a strong
swell and more boats can be moored on the pier because
they are positioned at right angles to it.
For stern-to mooring, the boat is secured to the pier by two
crossed lines whereas the bow is secured by a mooring
line connected to a ground chain and held in position by
moorings (for example, an immersed concrete structure
or chain). The mooring line that keeps the bow outwards
can be recovered using a thin line called a “relieving
rope”. The relieving rope should be handled wearing gloves because it is covered with sharp barbs.
To make it easier to recover, a mooring line that is
directly attached to the pier is usually connected to
the relieving rope where it can be recovered by the
crew on the boat that is being moored.

Pontoon mooring:
Several ports use this type of pontoon equipped with floating
stages. The floating stages make loading and unloading of
cargo and people easier. The spring lines and breast lines must
be secured in such a way that they prevent crosswise and
lengthwise movement of the boat if there is swell.

Caution: for mooring, use bitts and fairleads together, since
the fairleads, in the event of rough seas, guarantee an
excellent hold, more so than the bitts, which are in any case
suitably sized.
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Anchoring in a harbour or off-shore
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• Never anchor in a harbour or outside a harbour if the
weather forecast is poor; weather conditions at sea may
vary continuously.
• Remember that the anchor hold changes depending on
the type of sea bed (sand, rocks, seaweed, mud)
• Lower enough chain in proportion to the depth. (e.g. for
3 m of depth, allow 15 m of chain - at least five times the
depth of the sea bed)
• Never leave the boat unattended or without anyone
aboard capable of manoeuvring it.
• When the boat is not in motion, face the bow windward
and lower the anchor, allowing the chain to run freely.
• When using the winch to lower or raise the anchor, the
engines must always be running to avoid discharging the
batteries.
The eyebolt on the bow can
be used for mooring to the
mooring post. This procedure
must be carried out correctly,
making sure not to subject
the boat (in addition to the
waves and wind) to submersion at the bow or to undue
stress.

CAUTION
Before lowering the anchor with the electric winch,
make sure that the anchor tensioner and the safety
hook are disconnected, leaving the anchor and the
chain free. See photos.

HOOKED

Second example of anchor and
hook tensioner (hooked in the
image). To release, turn the
tensioner anti-clockwise.

UNHOOKED

In some cases, the anchor
tensioner can be fixed directly
on the anchor.
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Chapter 19

Help, rescue and towing
As regards help, rescue and towing, here is an excerpt of Title
IV of the Codice Italiano della Navigazione (Italian Navigation
Code); for waters outside Italy, please contact the competent
authorities and check the applicable laws for the countries in
which you are sailing:
Article 489 - Obligation to provide assistance
Providing assistance to vessels or aeroplanes in the sea or
inland waters. Which risk being lost, is compulsory provided
this is possible without constituting a serious risk to the rescue
ship, its crew and passengers in addition to the case specified
in article 485*, when people’s lives are in danger onboard the
vessel or aeroplane.
While cruising or ready to set sail, it is the duty of a vessel
operator who receives news of danger encountered by a ship
or aeroplane according to the circumstances and within the
aforementioned limits to provide assistance when this will
reasonably lead to a useful outcome unless he is aware that
assistance is being provided by others in conditions which are
more suitable or similar to those he could lend.
* Article 485 – Obligation to provide assistance in the event
of an accident
Following an accident between vessels, it is the duty of each
vessel operator to provide assistance to others, their crew and
their passengers provided that this can be done without seriOwner’s manual

ous danger to his vessel or the persons on board.
The vessel operator is also obliged, whenever possible, to give
information required to identify his vessel to other ships.
Article 490 – Obligation to salvage
When the vessel or aeroplane at risk are completely incapable
of manoeuvring or resuming flight respectively, the operator of
the rescue vessel is obliged according to the circumstances and
within the limits outlined in the previous article to attempt to
salvage the vessel or, if this is not possible, to attempt to rescue
the persons on board.
He is equally obliged, within the same limits, to attempt to save
persons in the sea or in inland waters who risk being lost.
If you have to tow a disabled vessel or be towed, the Manufacturer advises you to ALWAYS contact the Coastguard
before proceeding to receive authorisation to perform this
task since when you tow, you are a tugboat to all intents and
purposes but do not have the lights needed to be one.
The Coastguard may decide to send a vessel which is authorised for towing with a roller at the stern.
Rescuing and providing assistance to people in difficulty is
compulsory and free of charge.
Providing technical assistance to a disabled vessel entitles you
to the reimbursement of the expenses paid, for any damage incurred and to compensation, provided the assistance
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provided was not against the clear wishes of the captain of the
disabled vessel; the same may in fact decide not to have his
vessel towed.
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When towing, especially if the sea is not calm, the lead and
bitts are subject to significant stresses, so they must be sufficiently robust. If you happen to have to tow another vessel,
here are a few tips to follow. “Pass the tow line”.
If the sea is calm, you can approach the disabled vessel from
the side with a pair of fenders, so as not to knock against the
boat’s jibs; pass the line from hand to hand, keeping the engine
in neutral and taking the utmost care not to drop it in the sea.
On the other hand, if the sea is rough and you cannot approach the disabled vessel from the side, tie the line to a fender
or life jacket, pull it along until it floats alongside the disabled
boat until a member of its crew can pick it up.
Caution, if the disabled vessel is not moving near a beach leeward, the boat rescuing it would do well to anchor upwind and
pass the tow line as described above.
The rescuing boat must keep a safe distance and keep the engine in neutral, throwing the tow line to the disabled boat from
its stern so that if it falls into the sea, it does not get dragged
under the hull and into the propeller.
The rescuing boat must thread its end of the line beneath the
pulpit at the stern in a fairlead and use its most robust stern
bitt; the disabled vessel must instead thread the lead under the
pulpit at the bow in a fairlead and use its most robust bow bitt.
In both passages, extra line must be used so that it can be
adjusted.

It is very important for the tow line to be very long and very
robust, so that it is not torn during the towing operations, tying
a weight half-way to force it to remain low.
If the bitts are not robust enough, thread the tow lead around
the deckhouse and out through a good fairlead at the stern of
the towing vessel and at the bow of the towed vessel.
During towing operations, proceed at moderate speed so that
the disabled vessel can easily follow the towing vessel.
The person at the helm of the disabled vessel must try to follow
the movement and remain on the wake of the towing boat.
Caution: side towing is only possible if the sea is absolutely
calm. In this case, the two boats must be protected with fenders, tied to robust lines, two breast lines, one at the stern and
two spring. In order to lower the effort on the lines, the bows
must converge.
If despite the above warnings, after liaising with the competent
authorities, you are forced to tow or to be towed, use the stern
eyebolts to tow and the bow eyebolt to be towed, always at
low speed and in the absence of waves and wind.
The eyebolts on the bow must be used together, connecting
them in a Y shape. It is not possible to tow weights exceeding
30% of the weight of the boat.

WARNINGS
If the boats are used as tenders, they must not
under any circumstances be towed by the boat
that are serving (unless arranged otherwise at the
time of the order) but must be secured to special
cradles and securely fastened in compliance with
all the certification requirements for the vessel
that the tender is serving.
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Chapter 20

Advice on cleaning, repair work and laying up
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Cleaning the hull:
Rest the boat on a cradle making sure that it is well positioned and there is no possibility of falling or collapsing while
you work. Using a wooden or metal spatula with a flat tip,
remove most of the vegetation and carefully rub the entire
hull using a soapy sponge. When doing this, it is a good idea
to wet the surface thoroughly to make it easier to remove
the seaweed. Make sure that seaweed has not blocked the
seawater intakes for engine cooling or any other boat intake
or drain. Use the small amount of detergent possible and use
only biodegradable, compatible products. Do not scratch
the hull. Using a high-pressure water jet machine can be of
great help and often avoids you having to use the spatula, as
described above. Do not use aggressive solvents or detergents. Once the hull has been cleaned and thoroughly dried,
if necessary, reapply an antifouling paint.
Cleaning the underwater part of the tube:
With the help of a well-rounded wooden spatula, remove most
of the vegetation and carefully rub the underside of the tubes
using a soapy sponge. During this operation, we recommend
you wet the surface abundantly because the wetter the algae
are, the easier they are to remove. Now “shampoo” using normal detergent; any stains can be removed using a cloth dipped
in sunflower oil. Rinse thoroughly with fresh water.
Do not under any circumstances use talcum powder.

Never neglect cleaning the tube, especially if the boat is
moored in an area rich in the formation of barnacles;
CAUTION
Do not use steam blasters for the tube, especially
at joining points between the various compartments or joining points between the hull and the
tube. The high pressure and high temperature of
the steam could cause the rubberised fabric parts
to come unstuck.

the neglected presence
of such organisms could
damage the tubes irreparably. Below is an example of a
worn tube damaged due to
lack of maintenance.
Warning: do not bring the
antifouling paint in contact
with the tube. Any contact
with this paint will permanently damage the fabric
and the lining on the tube, in
which case the tube will have
to be replaced.

Gelcoat Cleaning and Maintenance:
After use, always wash and rinse with fresh water and dry in
the air/sun; if necessary, open the doors to ventilate and
circulate the air in the lockers, in order to avoid the
formation of mold. In case you have chosen a dark gelcoat
color (or in any case different from white) for your boat, we
strongly recommend that you pay the utmost attention, as
the colored units reach very high temperatures under the
sun, with the risk of getting burned on contact with bare
skin; it should also be remembered that the coloring may
undergo a variation and / or opacification of the color itself
over time; this process is inevitable but exclusively involves
an aesthetic change that does not in any way affect the
waterproofing characteristics of the gelcoat and the
functionality of the boat itself; to reduce and delay this
process, it would be advisable to wash the boat every
evening with fresh water and neutral detergents; We
strongly recommend that you always read the label of the
products used in order to check that they are free of any
agent or alcohol that could affect the gelcoat. Always use a
soft sponge so as not to scratch the surface and dry with
cotton or microfiber rags.

appropriate in any case after passing the detergent to rinse
the treated area immediately to avoid causing a
possible reaction.

Aggressive products or in any case with chemical agents
plus the direct sunlight, make it possible that in the time
elapsed between the passage of the soap and the rinsing,
the sun may act on the chemical product deteriorating the
gelcoat, making it opaque definitively; for this reason it is

Cleaning the deck:
To clean the outer surfaces of the boat, use a non-scratch
sponge and a mild soap solution or shampoo with lukewarm
water. Rinse thoroughly with plenty of water. It is advisable
to protect the surface finish with a layer of good quality boat
wax, available from shops.
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It is important to know that UV rays are the main culprits for
any changes in the color of the gelcoat, so it is a good idea to
always cover your boat with a specific cover. This procedure
will significantly extend the duration of the original color, also
delaying the appearance of any opacification.
If the procedure listed above is not followed and the unit is
not covered during inactivity or aggressive agents are used
for washing, the Shipyard will in no case be able to take into
consideration reports relating to changes in color or condition
of the gelcoat nor any warranty claims. In any case, if there is
significant opacification, it is possible to contact expert
personnel (ask Joker Boat or an authorized dealer for advice
in advance) to polish the gelcoat and obtain excellent results.
Once again, colored gelcoats are much more subject to
opacification and to show defects over time. For this reason,
the shipyard strongly advises against the purchase of colored
gelcoats for any part of the boat.
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Cleaning the wooden parts (if present):
wash with fresh water and rub with a hard plastic or sorghum brush. Treat with special TEAK products.
Any incrustations or stains can be removed using a fine grain
abrasive paper (only for solid teak surfaces), without rubbing too hard, wipe off the dust and treat with special TEAK
products.
Cleaning the metal parts (if present):
stainless steel or light alloy accessories should be thoroughly
rinsed with fresh water and dried thoroughly at the end of
each outing and in any case on a regular basis even if not
cruising. Once dry, use a cloth soaked in Vaseline or a specific
stainless steel product and then dry thoroughly.
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Cleaning the cushions:
the manufacturer recommends using water-based detergents for the external cushions. It is forbidden to use solvents
or alcohol. We recommend the use of specific products for
nautical cushions like those of Blue Marine and Mafra. The
internal padding does not need to be washed.
Cleaning the plexiglass:
do not use alcohol or solvents.

DANGER
Do not carry out any work/cleaning or stand
under the hull or in the cockpit when the boat is
suspended by hooks/lifting ropes. All the advice
provided in this chapter must be followed by
experts; if you are unable to follow them, contact
authorised lay-up facilities.

Reapplying antifouling paint:
Irrespective of whether the boat has spent the winter in water
or in dry dock storage, it is a good idea to reapply antifouling
paint to the hull at the beginning of the summer.
If the boat spent the winter in water:
Place the boat on a ways and proceed by cleaning the hull
as described above. Then check that the old coat of antifouling paint is intact; if there are bubbles or areas with peeling,
remove the old coat using 120-grit abrasive paper or special
paint removers; clean any impurities using a dry cloth. Apply
a coat of linking paint and when it is dry, apply a new coat of
antifouling paint. (Read the instructions for use included with
the products purchased).
If the boat spent the winter in storage:
in this case, simply remove dust/humidity or oiliness that has
accumulated during the months in storage from the hull and
then apply a new coat of antifouling paint.

Repairs:
All repairs must be performed with the boat dry and in the
shade. Repairing the rubberised fabric (Ne/Hy): all holes or
tears in the tube or bottom must be repaired with the boat deflated and dry, in the shade and possibly in a dry atmosphere.
Prepare strips or patches of fabric that are larger than the size
of the tear to be repaired, at least 3-4 cm on each side.
Gluing:
Clean and degrease the damaged area fully using alcohol,
then use fine grain sand paper to sand the area, without
applying too much pressure. Do the same on the patch to be
applied on top of the tear. Now apply the single or two-part
glue according to the instructions provided by the Manufacturer onto the surfaces to be glued (the part to be repaired
and the patch) until they are partially sticky to the touch.
Now join the parts together, taking care that you smooth
the contact surface and pressing strongly with the help of a
wooden spatula or roller. Leave everything to dry and do not
pressurise the tube for at least 24 hours. The manufacturer
can supply a tube repair kit consisting of abrasive paper, a
piece of fabric, a tube of glue and a paintbrush.
Reapplying gelcoat:
Lightly sand the damaged part (180-grit), then clean the
part with acetone or alcohol (preferably acetone) and leave
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to dry. Add the catalyst to the gelcoat using the amount and
method recommended by the suppliers. Apply several coats
of gelcoat using a bristle brush until you have obtained the
required thickness and wait for it to dry completely.
Then sand with abrasive paper soaked in water starting with
200-grit and working up to 1,000-grit. Then polish the surface with abrasive paste and polish and finish off with a coat
of wax for boats.
CAUTION
Any slight cracking or spider veining of the gelcoat
at the sides on the transom is caused by normal
engine stress and does not constitute a structural
fracture or a construction fault but depends on
the degree of elasticity of the gelcoat which varies
according to the climatic conditions present when
it was sprayed on during construction.
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Repairing small cracks/chipped paint:
Clean the area as described above and mix a small amount
of plaster with the catalyst according to the manufacturer’s
instructions. Apply the paste to the crack using a spatula/
knife with a flat tip and smooth; wait for the plaster to harden
(approximately two (2) hours. Sand with fine sand paper; then
retouch with gelcoat as described above.
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All the above operations are purely indicative; ALWAYS get
advice, or better still, appoint expert staff to perform these
operations, in order to avoid a routine maintenance operation
turning into serious damage to the boat; we recommend you
apply the same concept used on cars, in other words in the
event of damage or breakdown, I contact a garage - preferably one authorised by the manufacturer.
Even those experienced in laying up must take all due care
when replacing the layer of antifouling paint; incorrect
removal of this paint can cause detachment of the protective
layer of gelcoat, allowing moisture to form in the laminate
which could cause bubbles or even osmosis.

Laying up/winter storage (dry):
• Engine, refer to the enclosed manual.
• Remove and charge the battery and keep it in a dry place
protected from frost. (We recommend you cover the poles
with mechanical grease to insulate them better).
• Grease the steering mechanisms.
• Wash the bilge.
• Remove all the water from the boat.
• Protect the boat from the elements by covering it with
a strong, waterproof tarpaulin and make sure that water
pockets do not form in the cover. If necessary, add 		
supports that keep the surface taut and make it as sloping
as possible.
• Replace any worn components with original spare parts.
• Store the thoroughly dried cushions in a dry place to avoid
the formation of mould. Air the indoor cushions 		
thoroughly before repositioning them on board.
• Repair any components that do not work correctly and
replace them if they cannot be repaired.
Note: If you are not capable of doing repair work or routine
maintenance, we strongly advise you to contact a specialist.
Pretending to be an expert can only cause damage.

Surface maintenance in Seadek
The best method to clean the SeaDek is with SeaDek’s SeaDek’s DEK Magic cleaner, which is specifically
formulated for PE / EVA foam. If SeaDek’s DEK Magic is not available, SeaDek is easily cleaned with soap,
warm water and a stiff bristle brush (not metal). For stubborn areas, a number of household products can
be used. Do not use acid based cleaners such as hull cleaners.

CAUTION
Damage to the boat, persons or property caused
by incorrect repair work, modifications not
authorised by the manufacturer or the use of
non-original spare parts will be the sole responsibility of the Manufacturer and will automatically
render the warranty void.
Caution: remember not to use aggressive detergents to clean the boat and all its components,
including steelworks, cushions, tubes, fibreglass
parts, wood etc.
The manufacturer strongly recommends using
the products listed below since any damage or
abrasion resulting from the use of unsuitable
products will not be acknowledged as a defect
covered by the warranty.
Note that stains or mould should be promptly
dealt with because if left untreated they may
cause permanent damage to cushions, awnings,
tubes, etc. Also use specific preventive products
for inflatables. Bear in mind that mould forms
above all where water or condensation accumulates, especially if these areas are covered by
tarpaulins, etc.
The manufacturer and your dealer can supply
you with the products illustrated in the following
photographs which are specifically designed for
your boat.

Line

Protection and
shine

Cleans tubes

Protects
against the
elements

Line

Detergent for
fabric cushions
and sky
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Eliminates
mould

Fibreglass
detergent

Tube
Detergent

Steelworks
Detergent
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Note: Joker Boat boats are designed to withstand natural
marine weather conditions (rain, waves and seawater
spray). The use of jets of pressurised water is not recommended for washing parts in fibreglass or the accessories
(in particular, the hatches, doors, scuppers, panels and
upholstery). All the materials used are commercial and
of the standard characteristics of the nautical market.
It is advisable to perform specific maintenance and
treatments to maintain the original characteristics of the
stainless steel, teak, plastic parts, rubber seals and sealings. After use always wash and then rinse with fresh water
and allow to dry outdoors/in the sun. If necessary, open
the doors to ventilate and circulate air even in the engine
compartment and in the rooms, to avoid the formation
of mould. To wash the hull, use a high pressure washer
and make sure not to hit the pipe against the line of glue
connecting the VTR, as this could cause it to detach.

Manutenzione e uso di tende sole e teli di protezione:
Per la manutenzione e l’uso delle tende sole e dei vari teli copri
battello e copri console scaricare il QR code qui sotto. Il QR
code si trova su tutti i contenitori dei teli e su tutte le tende sole
con struttura in INOX.
CAUTION
On servo-assisted awnings (with gas springs)
never exceed the angle of 180°.
See photo below.

Download bimini maintenance
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Chapter 21

Notes for versions with EFB engine
If you have purchased a model with outboard engine, you are advised to read the following specifications as well as the information on the previous pages.
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EFB engines have a seawater
cooling circuit. The seawater
passes through the filters
that must always be checked
before setting sail, to make
sure they are perfectly clean
and there is nothing that
can obstruct the passage of
water.
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Before using the boat, carefully read the manual of the
engines and the components
like the engine control units,
steering components, filters,
oil tanks, etc.
Entrust all the maintenance
and controls to expert staff
who should observe the
procedures in the manuals
supplied with your boat.

Periodically check the propellers, the transmissions
and the sacrificial anodes
of the stern drives. Refer to
the specific manual for all
relevant information and
always use the services of
technicians authorised by
the engine manufacturer.

Any additional components
required for the engine (such
as a system drainage pump)
are arranged near the engine
itself.
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In the engine compartment
there are one or two fire
extinguishers with automatic
activation (depending on the
size of the compartment),
periodically check the charge
of the same and make the
necessary revisions, replace
them with the same product
at the end or in case of other
necessity.
These extinguishers are
equipped with a thermal
ampoule that activates when
the critical temperature is
reached.

EFB engines have a seawater
cooling circuit. The seawater passes through the hull
valves that can be accessed
from the engine compartment. Before starting the
engines, always check that
these valves are open. The
engine cannot run without
suitable cooling. Only close
these valves if water returns
to the bilge (due to system
breakdown). In any case,
stop the engines first (to
avoid the risk of seizure and
permanent damage to the
engines).

Some EFB boats with
engines have a “convertible”
stern seat, i.e. it is possible to
move the backrest to create
the classic stern seat, or to
move the backrest forward
to create a stern sundeck
(strictly not to be used when
sailing).
To move the backrest, remove the cushion and lift the
release tab as shown in this
picture.

Move the backrest forward
or back and put the cushions
back in place.

Under the stern cushions,
there is also a locker release
lanyard for lifting it manually
if the electrical movement
system malfunctions.

WARNINGS
Do not store tools or other equipment in the engine or tank compartments, never block access to
the boat’s safety systems, always guarantee the
space required for maintenance work. The presence of material in the engine compartment can
reduce ventilation in the compartment causing the
engines to overheat.

CAUTION
Remember that an accidental activation with the
engines running could damage the engine ventilation system, causing it to block.
If this occurs, the engine ventilation system will
have to be replaced. It is therefore important that
all those on board know how to use the systems
correctly.
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DANGER
The engine room has a fixed fire-extinguishing
system. To avoid suffocation, evacuate the area
before release of the extinguishing agent, close
the engine locker and switch off the engines and
any blowers (if provided for particular engines);
after release of the extinguishing agent, run the
fan before entering the room again. Carefully
clean the engine and all the bilge, eliminating the
extinguishing agent before starting the engines
again since any residual extinguishing agent could
prevent the engine from working.
If there is a fire in the engine room, DO NOT open
the door since this will increase the amount of oxygen and may cause an explosion or increase the
speed with which the flames spread. Then switch
off the engines and make sure that people on
board are wearing life jackets in case evacuation
is necessary. Only when you are certain that the
extinguishing agent has been discharged in the
room and has extinguished the fire, open the door
and assess the damage. If the fire-fighting system
is activated with the engine room door open, the
extinguishing agent will be dispersed into the
atmosphere without extinguishing the fire.
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Chapter 22

Troubleshooting
Engine starting problems

112

Engine blocked or power supply low

Likely cause

Action required

Likely cause

Action required

Fuel tank empty

Check and fill

Fuel filter or prefilter blocked

Check/clean

Fuel valve closed

Check/open

Air filter blocked

Clean/replace

Air in system

Check/drain

Poor quality fuel

Check/replace fuel

Prefilter or filter blocked

Clean

Valve blocked

Clean

Condensation in fuel

Drain system

Faulty electrical installation

Check with electrician

Air filter blocked

Clean or replace

Faulty starter motor

Check and replace if necessary

Run-down batteries

Charge

Likely cause

Action required

Engines blocked

Contact technical support

Air in the fueld system

Drain

Injectors blocked

Contact technical support

Dirty fuel filter or prefilter

Clean/replace

Engine batteries not activated

Switch on the battery isolator and activate

Unsuitable or damaged propellers

Substitute

Water in fuel circuit

Drain filter

Irregular running, loss of engine power

Excessive noise

Blue smoke emitted

Likely cause

Action required

Likely cause

Action required

Intake/discharge duct problems

Carry out maintenance

Air filter blocked

Substitute

Incorrect engine calibration

Check (contact engine support)

Dirty or faulty injectors

Carry out maintenance work (contact engine support)

Lockers or doors not correctly fastened Make sure they are fastened
Maintenance work not carried out

Carry out necessary maintenance
work
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Unsatisfactory performance

Blue smoke emitted

Likely cause

Action required

Likely cause

Action required

Air in distribution system

Drain system

Oil level too high

Reduce oil

Filter or prefilter blocked

Check/clean

Cold engines and systems

Warm up

Air filter blocked

Clean/replace

Oil leak in combustion chambers

Contact engine support

Poor quality fuel

Check/replace fuel

Insufficient fuel supply

Check injection (contact engine
support)

Hull and propellers covered in marine
organisms

Clean thoroughly

Owner’s manual

White smoke emitted
Likely cause

Action required

Air in distribution system

Drain system

Filter or prefilter blocked

Check/clean

Incorrect engine calibration

Check and contact engine support

Poor quality fuel

Check/replace fuel

Dirty or faulty injectors

Contact engine support

Cold engines and systems

Warm up
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CAUTION
The advice provided in this section are just guidelines
in the event of an emergency; in any case, wherever
possible, for all problems and damages, always
contact highly specialised and authorised staff;
in addition, arrange for the engine service at the
necessary intervals, have routine checks carried out
by the engine manufacturer, in order to keep them
running in top condition, extending the life span of
the same and retaining the quality and value of your
boat.

CAUTION
Alongside this manual, you were also handed manuals for the devices installed on board (for instance:
steering, bilge pumps, GPS, VHF, levers, radio devices, galley cookers, TV, etc.), along with the engine
use and maintenance manuals (where sold together
with the boat). Please read all annexes thoroughly
before setting sail, and to check any expiry dates for
servicing, checks and overhauls.
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Schemes: projects, sessions and holding point
Clubman 35

116

Clubman 30

116

Clubman 28

117

Clubman 26

117

Clubman 24
Clubman 22

Owner’s manual
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PLUS

118

Clubman 21

119

Coaster 650 PLUS

119

Coaster 650

120

Coaster 580 PLUS

120

Coaster 520

121

Coaster 470

121

Barracuda 650

122

Barracuda 580

122
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Clubman 35

Clubman 30
GAVONEANCORA

Scheme: Handhold / Hooking point / Jack-line

Scheme: Handhold / Hooking point / Jack-line

CASSA
ACQUE
NERE

Two options:
jack-line or handhold
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GAVONEANCORA

Maximum number of person: 16

Maximum number of person: 16
Two options:
jack-line or handhold

CASSA
ACQUE
NERE

GAVONEANCORA

max Number of
persons : 16

max Number
OF persons : 16

Clubman 28

Clubman 26

Scheme: Handhold / Hooking point / Jack-line

Scheme: Handhold / Hooking point / Jack-line
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Maximum number of person: 16

MAX NUMBER
OF PERNONS : 16

Owner’s manual

Maximum number of person: 22

Clubman 24

Clubman 22 PLUS

Scheme: Handhold / Hooking point / Jack-line

Scheme: Handhold / Hooking point / Jack-line
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Maximum number of person: 16

MAXIMUM NUMBER OF
PERSONS 16

Maximum number of person: 12

COASTER
PLUS
PLUS650
COASTER
650PLUS
Coaster
650
COASTER 650PLUS

Clubman 21
Scheme: Handhold / Hooking point / Jack-line

Scheme: Handhold / Hooking point / Jack-line

Out Board
Out
OutVersion
Board
board
OutVersion
Board
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version

Version

Maximum number of person: 12

Owner’s manual

MAXIMUM NUMBER
OF PERSONS 12

JOKER BOATS SRL
JOKER BOATSScheme:
SRL
Handhold
Scheme:
JOKER BOATS
SRL
Hooking
point
Handhold
Scheme:
Jack-line
Hooking
point
Handhold
Jack-line
Hooking
point
Jack-line

Maximum
number
person:
Maximum
number
of of
person:
14 14
Maximum number of person: 14
Maximum number of person: 14

Coaster 650
Scheme: Handhold / Hooking point / Jack-line

Coaster 580 PLUS
Scheme: Handhold / Hooking point / Jack-line

Out
board
version

120
Stern
drive
version

Maximum number of person: 16

Maximum number of person: 5

Coaster 520

Coaster 470

Scheme: Handhold / Hooking point / Jack-line

Scheme: Handhold / Hooking point / Jack-line
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Maximum number of person: 8

Owner’s manual

max
Number 8 persons

Maximum number of person: 8

max Number
of persons : 8

Barracuda 650

Barracuda 580

Scheme: Handhold / Hooking point / Jack-line

Scheme: Handhold / Hooking point / Jack-line

122

Maximum number of person: 15

Maximum number of person: 5
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Chapter 24

Guarantee contract
The Joker Boats are sold under the terms of the guarantee below and in accordance with
Directive 99/44/EC and subsequent amendments (for the parts that apply to this type of
boat). The original purchaser of a boat is given a guarantee that covers any faults attributable
to manufacturing or material defects for the following periods.
24-month guarantee: Neoprene and rubber parts.
24-month guarantee: Hull structure and fibreglass deck.
24-month guarantee: Boat components and equipment.

124

The warranty coverage periods start from the date of purchase of the boat by the first owner,
or from the date shown on the declaration of conformity.
The guarantee covers elimination of the defect and not replacement of the boat: it includes
both the labour and the materials necessary for repairs, which will be defined at the discretion
of the technical staff of the manufacturer or retailer, who will replace or repair all the original
parts which, under normal conditions of use, prove defective upon the indisputable examination
carried out by the technicians. Any costs of transport, hauling and launching, cleaning, travel and
other costs incurred due to the boat being out of service will be charged to the customer.
When the damage cannot be attributed to material or manufacturing defects, the purchaser
is held responsible and shall be charged for all expenses relating to repair or replacement and
any related additional costs.

The guarantee is forfeited in the following cases:
• if unauthorised changes or repairs have been made.
• if the boat has been used with engines exceeding the
maximum limits recommended by the manufacturer.
• if the loads and the number of people exceed the 		
maximum permitted weight on the CE plate.
• if the boat is used for races/rented out and in any case
beyond the limits and the purposes for which it was built.
• if the regulations in force governing pleasure craft have
not been respected.
• in any case where the damage is due to negligence or fault
of the skipper and/or third parties.
• if the instructions in this manual have not been observed
• if the periodic revisions and checks in this manual and in
the engine manual have not been carried out.
• if incorrect removal and replacement of the antifouling
paint has caused damage to the gelcoat or the fibreglass.

The following are not covered by the warranty:
• the components of the boat that have their own 		
guarantee, such as the engines and related equipment,
the pumps, the windlasses, the various devices, etc.
• damage caused by impact with obstacles or stray bodies.
• normal wear and tear caused by improper use or lack of
proper maintenance as indicated in the manual.
• damage and loss of components during surface 		
transportation.
• slight imperfections and alterations such as cracks, 		
grooves and slight colour changes.
• non-observance of notices with the symbol: danger,
warning, attention; or non-observance of any other
description given at the end of this manual.

WARNINGS
The colored (therefore not white) gelcoat of both
the hull and deck, presents a greater possibility of
discoloration, wear and damage to the surface in
general. The shipyard does not recommend the
use of these colors for any gelcoat surface. The
choice of a colored surface will result in a more
fragile product and prone to defects.
Owner’s manual
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Warranty receipt
Delivery report
Annual servicings
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Joker Boat Srl
Via S. Maria, 98 - 20093 Cologno Monzese (MI) Italy

WARRANTY RECEIPT
Copy for the MANUFACTURER

Boat model
Serial number IT-JBO

Post code

Date of purchase

City/Country

Owner

Telephone number

Address

e-mail

NOTE: this boat is covered by the warranty conditions in
the Owner’s Manual delivered with the boat.

This guarantee is
valid from date:

To be detached and sent to:
Joker Boat Srl
Via S. Maria, 98 - 20093
Cologno Monzese (MI)
Italy

Stamp of retailer

Theundersigned
Born at		

DELIVERY REPORT
Copy for the MANUFACTURER

on

Address
Post code

Serial number IT-JBO

City/Country

Telephone number

Boat model

e-mail

DECLARES To receive the above mentioned boat, having all the rights and having paid the amount agreed upon directly or with the proposed form
of financing. I also declare that the boat is fully functional in all its parts and meets my full satisfaction; unless stated otherwise below, it is understood
that the warranty will start from the date indicated in the Receipt of Guarantee. Any defects encountered at the time of delivery must be indicated in
the notes below.
In which case the manufacturer					

shall resolve the defects if covered by the guarantee at its own expense.

NOTE

I declare that the defects encountered on delivery have
been resolved to my full satisfaction.
Date:

Date

Signature for delivery
The boat owner

Joker Boat Srl
Via S. Maria, 98 - 20093 Cologno Monzese (MI) Italy

WARRANTY RECEIPT
Copy for the DEALER

Boat model
Serial number IT-JBO

Post code

Date of purchase

City/Country

Owner

Telephone number

Address

e-mail

NOTE: this boat is covered by the warranty conditions in
the Owner’s Manual delivered with the boat.

This guarantee is
valid from date:

To be detached and sent to:
Joker Boat Srl
Via S. Maria, 98 - 20093
Cologno Monzese (MI)
Italy

Stamp of retailer

Theundersigned
Born at		

DELIVERY REPORT
Copy for the DEALER

on

Address
Post code

Serial number IT-JBO

City/Country

Telephone number

Boat model

e-mail

DECLARES To receive the above mentioned boat, having all the rights and having paid the amount agreed upon directly or with the proposed form
of financing. I also declare that the boat is fully functional in all its parts and meets my full satisfaction; unless stated otherwise below, it is understood
that the warranty will start from the date indicated in the Receipt of Guarantee. Any defects encountered at the time of delivery must be indicated in
the notes below.
In which case the manufacturer					

shall resolve the defects if covered by the guarantee at its own expense.

NOTE

I declare that the defects encountered on delivery have
been resolved to my full satisfaction.
Date:

Date

The boat owner
The boat owner

Joker Boat Srl
Via S. Maria, 98 - 20093 Cologno Monzese (MI) Italy

WARRANTY RECEIPT
Copy for the OWNER

Boat model
Serial number IT-JBO

Post code

Date of purchase

City/Country

Owner

Telephone number

Address

e-mail

NOTA: this boat is covered by the warranty conditions in
the Owner’s Manual delivered with the boat.

This guarantee is
valid from date:

To be detached and sent to:
Joker Boat Srl
Via S. Maria, 98 - 20093
Cologno Monzese (MI)
Italy

Timbro del rivenditore

Theundersigned
Born at		

DELIVERY REPORT
Copy for the OWNER

on

Address
Post code

Serial number IT-JBO

City/Country

Telephone number

Boat model

e-mail

DECLARES To receive the above mentioned boat, having all the rights and having paid the amount agreed upon directly or with the proposed form
of financing. I also declare that the boat is fully functional in all its parts and meets my full satisfaction; unless stated otherwise below, it is understood
that the warranty will start from the date indicated in the Receipt of Guarantee. Any defects encountered at the time of delivery must be indicated in
the notes below.
In which case the manufacturer					

shall resolve the defects if covered by the guarantee at its own expense.

NOTE

I declare that the defects encountered on delivery have
been resolved to my full satisfaction.
Date:

Date

The boat owner
The boat owner

Annual servicings
1° SERVICING (compulsory)

2° SERVICING (compulsory)

3° SERVICING

4° SERVICING

5° SERVICING

Tubes state

Tubes state

Tubes state

Tubes state

Tubes state

Fiberglass state

Fiberglass state

Fiberglass state

Fiberglass state

Fiberglass state

General check

General check

General check

General check

Notes

Notes

Notes

Notes

General check
Notes

Date, signature and stamp
of the authorized dealer

Date, signature and stamp
of the authorized dealer

Date, signature and stamp
of the authorized dealer

Date, signature and stamp
of the authorized dealer

Date, signature and stamp
of the authorized dealer

6° SERVICING

7° SERVICING

8° SERVICING

9° SERVICING

10° SERVICING

Tubes state

Tubes state

Tubes state

Tubes state

Tubes state

Fiberglass state

Fiberglass state

Fiberglass state

Fiberglass state

Fiberglass state

General check

General check

General check

General check

Notes

Date, signature and stamp
of the authorized dealer

Notes

Date, signature and stamp
of the authorized dealer

Notes

Date, signature and stamp
of the authorized dealer

Notes

Date, signature and stamp
of the authorized dealer

General check
Notes

Date, signature and stamp
of the authorized dealer

The signature and stamp affixed by the authorized Joker Boat dealer certify that the boat is in good condition, has been treated according to the
practices recommended in this user manual and does not have any defects due or attributable to the shipyard. Under penalty of forfeiture of the
guarantee. Any changes not made by the yard will not be recognized and certified in this document. For motors and electronic accessories, reference
is made to the guarantee provided by the manufacturer of the same.
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